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The visitor parking lot at the 2019 NER Concours was a
sea of Concours-worthy Porsches!

More Porsches from the visitor parking lot at the 2019
NER Concours.
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Editor’s Corner
This is the annual board election issue of the NOR’EASTER.
In it, you will find the final slate of nominations and bios
of all the nominees, together with a guide to the election
process. The new board will be introduced at the Annual
Gala on January 4th, but should no surprise since all
positions are uncontested.

If you joined the region in 2019 or you have been inactive
and intend to become more active, the Annual Gala is a
great way to meet other members and representatives from
all of the activity teams. So, block January 4th on your
calendars and plan to join us at the Andover Country Club.
If you can’t make that, come to the Newcomers Meeting.

Our special feature this month is a video interview of early
members, Norm Brust and Tom Tate, by Bill Seymour and
taped by Sterling Vernon/ A really interesting glimpse at
how the club and the world has changed since out inception.

Finally, our best wishes for a wonderful holiday season
from the entire communications team: Sterling Vernon,
Jerome Gangitano, Lisa Burke, Gary Cooper and Anker
Berg-Sonne.

This is also the final NOR’EASTER issue for 2019. I will be
on New Zealand on vacation pretty much all of November,
and when I return we will all be immersed in the holiday
season. In 2020 the first issue, the January issue, will be
themed as “2019 in review and 2020 in Preview”. There
will be no February issue, but as soon as we have a full
2020 event calendar we will publish the annual print issue,
and shortly after that the season will be in full swing again.
If you didn’t make the 2019 Gala in Newport, RI, you
missed a really great event in a wonderful setting. The
weather cooperated marvelously and the number of cars
that showed up both as participants and spectators was
huge. Many of the spectator cars should have been shown
and judged. Be sure to read the report and enjoy the
pictures.
The NOR’EASTER
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Bill Seymour Interviews Norm Brust and Tom Tate
How the Porsche World Has and Hasn’t Changed

Norm Brust in the latest and greatesT Porsche 911
In the continuing celebration of our 60th year we conducted
another interview with some of our earliest members.
Norm Brust (joined in 1963, NER President 1970-71) and
Tom Tate (joined Potomac Region in 1963, transferred
to Northeast in 1971, NER President 1978) met with Bill
Seymour and Sterling Vernon at Porsche Norwell. Thanks
to Porsche Norwell for providing space, coffee, a nice 964
to act as backdrop and a brand new GT2RS for fun rides
(not really, but we got some great pictures of Norm in it).
Bill did the interviewing and Sterling worked on the very
fancy AV: three cameras, fancy mikes, lighting, everything
but makeup.
The NOR’EASTER

In the survey recently done for our region we had a number
of comments that the club had more than its share of older
members. (There are a number of reasons why we are not
apologetic about this but we do recognize that we need
to broaden our appeal to younger folks and this will be
addressed at the Board Retreat held in November.) Well,
we sure proved the point with this interview – three old
geezers talking about the old days. We had fun, I learned
some history and the conversation led to some insights
about how the club can change over time. The entire
interview (with Sterling’s clever editing) is available here.
For those who might find over an hour of talking heads a
bit much, here are links to some short sections that address
8
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specific topics – pick the ones that
interest you, or view them in this
document by clicking on the video
images..
Early Dealer Perks
Porsche expands beyond sports cars
and the old timers ponder the future
of cars
Why early members joined and how
can Porsches be bigger, heavier and
yet faster?
Norm talks about early maintenance
Should we bring back a rally like this?
Something for the DE enthusiasts
the early days of NHMS
I’ll let the viewers draw their own
conclusions but here are some
takeaways that I found interesting…
In the early days there were many
fewer club activities. There were no
PCA autocrosses, no DE, no Ramble.
While driving activities were of top
interest to early NER members,
they weren’t organized by our club.
There were autocrosses but they were
organized by the SCCA and were
run in a variety of locations. Since
Massachusetts Blue Laws of the time
forced stores to close on Sunday,
shopping parking lots were commonly
used, including the original Shoppers’
World in Framingham.
If you wanted to run your Porsche on a
track you had few choices. You could
join the SCCA and race it at Lime
Rock or Thompson but unless you
converted it to a race car you would
have little success. The only local
place where you could take a street
car on the track was to go to Bryar
Motorsports Park (the current site
of the New Hampshire Speedway).
But again, the events there were not
run by PCA, most commonly by
Corvettes of Massachusetts.

ice racing on Newfound Lake NH. These were “one
car at a time” timed contests like an autocross, but on a
frozen lake where winning average speeds might be 20

One other driving event, which was highly seasonal, was
The NOR’EASTER
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mph. Racers frequently made a weekend of it, staying
overnight at the Wagon Wheel Inn and the bench racing
in the evening included some rowdy socializing. These
events were organized by NER.

There were rallies. TSD (time/speed/distance) rallies took
place and early NER members attended these but, as with
other events, these were most often organized by other clubs
– Touring Club of New England, for example. But NER did
organize some less formal “gimmick”
rallies. One example was poker rallies
where, if you successfully found a
checkpoint, you were given a playing
card. An entrant who collected the best
poker hand (skill in getting more cards
by finding more checkpoints, luck by
picking good cards) won the event.
Tom described another type of rally
called “Fox and Hounds.” Watch the
video to hear that story! [Link]
Also, there were some whacky contests
that involved variants of gymkhanas.
Ken Block has brought back that
name but our earlier versions were
much slower and equally gimmicky –
perhaps carrying an egg on a spoon or
driving blindfolded with the passenger
directing. These reached their pinnacle
with “Pentathalons” organized by
an early member named Seymour
Lisker which were comprised of 5
events – some car oriented, some not
(for example, miniature golf). These,
like the other events NER organized,
frequently ended with members getting
together for a meal or a drink.
One other difference, and a major reason
for joining PCA, was the uniqueness
of the cars and the limited dealership/
independent repair opportunities.
In the first place there were so few
Porsches in the earliest days that if
you were driving around in a 356 and
another one passed you, it was likely
to turn around, chase you down and
compare notes. The sheer novelty of
the cars bred the desire for community.
But perhaps the biggest motivator was
to share information on maintenance:
many early Porsche owners did a
lot of their own work. (While this
didn’t come up in the interview, I note
that the repair records for my Dad’s
356 show lots of work done at a VW
dealership so that apparently was a cost

The NOR’EASTER
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As Tom Tate kept saying… the cars kept getting bigger and
heavier, how could they also keep getting faster? Well,
let’s make sure that we keep PCA getting bigger and better
no matter what.

saving strategy – my Dad was notoriously frugal. A valve
adjustment at a VW dealer in 1962 was $6.50. New plugs
and setting the timing was $8.00 – that’s $4 labor and $4
parts! In fact, members shared lists of VW parts that could
be substituted for Porsche parts – these included fuses,
light bulbs, wheel bearings, suspension bushings, etc.)
There was a cottage industry of books about maintenance
(no Youtube!) and members would get together to help one
another learn about their cars. So, at the end of the day,
it was the same back then: “It’s not just the cars, it’s the
people!”
Finally, I was very surprised to learn that early PCA
members lived through what they saw as existential
threats. As we now contemplate the automotive future of
self-driving electric cars and wrestle with the fact that over
2/3 of new Porsches are not sportscars, it never would have
occurred to me that similar circumstances played out earlier
in PCA history. But when the 911 was introduced in 1965,
PCA members (all 356 owners) saw the new model as too
revolutionary: bigger, faster, heavier, more expensive –
not a real Porsche! While this led, of course, to the 356
Registry many people stuck with the brand and many new
people joined – bigger, faster and more members. And
even in 1974, when the 911 got new bumpers there were
those who felt that they had moved away from sportscars
towards “personal luxury cars” and there was a mild revolt.
So PCA, and NER PCA, has been resilient over its history.

ice race trophy 1991
The NOR’EASTER

fox and hounds throphy 1971
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2020 Board of Directors Elections
Voting for the 2020 Board of Directors will be open
from 6 AM, November 1st through 11:45 PM,
November 15th at the following web site:https://vote.
electionrunner.com/election/f65Gl.. All votes must be
cast through the web site, no email or mail in votes.
The results of the election will be announced at the
2019 Annual Gala on January 4th, and puclished in the
next edition of the NOR’EASTER..
To cast a vote you will need to be a primary member
of the NER and have a voter ID and a key. These have
been emailed to you. If you are a primary member of the
Northeast Region and you haven’t received them, you
can look up your ID and key here: https://porschenet.
com/voterinfo/.
On the following pages are biographies and pictures of
all nominated candidates. They are also available on the
voting web site.

The NOR’EASTER
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NIck Shanny Biography
Nominee for President
I am Nick Shanny, and I am very excited to be nominated
to serve as President on the board of NER PCA. I have
served on the board in the past as secretary and Webmaster.
I am looking forward to having the opportunity to serve on
the board again.
I became a PCA member back in the 2004 after purchasing
a GT silver Boxster S, my first Porsche. I fell in love
with the car and the brand. I started participated in driver
education (DE) events in 2005 and have never really
looked back. Several years in, I decided that I “needed” a
dedicated track car as well as a car that forced me to really
learn how to drive. Enter in an orange 1976 911 with a
1979 3.0L carbureted motor. No nannies, fully caged, and
ready for the track. Affectionally known as “Pumpkin”,
it became the car that help me learn how to drive on the
track, but ultimately, it was the vehicle that introduced me
to a new group of lifelong friends. It is the camaraderie
that keeps me engaged with the club and fuels my desire
to give back.
Away from the track I live in Newton with my wife, Kay.
My three children are all grown up and have fled, I mean
left, the nest. I recently retired after spending close to 20
years at TripAdvisor, a company I helped co-found.

The NOR’EASTER
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Don Kelly Biography
Nominee for Treasurer
Hello, I am Don Kelly and am happy to offer being your
Club’s Treasurer for 2020. I have served as your Treasurer
for 2019 and found it to be interesting, interactive with
the many other volunteers, full of responsibilities, and
importantly, rewarding. I am most impressed by the
engagement of the many volunteers that it takes for the
Club to offer so very many activities. It is my pleasure to
work with such a fine group of dedicated individuals.
I have been a CPA for thirty six years, ten of those in public
accounting, the remaining 26 as a CFO of two companies.
I bring significant experience to the roll of Treasurer.
My wife Cindy and I joined NER in 2012 and have gone on
Fall Tours, Concours, Rambles, Galas, meeting great folks
all the while. Cindy tried an Autocross event, but really
likes the social aspects better. I found Driver Education
to be my favorite activity, the quest of executing perfect
lines around amazing race courses in a finely engineered
machine at high speed is just invigorating!
In addition to having served as Treasurer of NER in 2019,
I have also voluntarily served as Treasurer and President
of the Three Seasons Water Ski Club of Natick, MA, have
been a member of the Finance Committee of the Town of
Ashland, MA, as well as a member the Ashland Liaison
Committee (working to harmonize the needs of the various
departments). I would very much like to give back to a
great club that has done much for us.
Our other passions include competition water skiing
(retired), motorcycling, music, travel, and oh yes, being
doting grandparents!

The NOR’EASTER
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Sterling Vernon Biography
Nominee for VP of Communications
over 2,000 NER members blanketing Eastern MA and
all of RI, that’s a lot of ground to cover when attempting
to keep us all in sync. I love working with Anker BergSonne, Gary Cooper, all of our event chairs and staff, and
our club board to try to get as much information out to you
in as timely and accurate a manner as we can – with an
extra attempt to make it entertaining and fun! This is our
hobby, not our job. We do this for fun and when it’s not
fun, we aren’t going to want to do it. I get it and I feel it
too. The only addition for me is that we are blessed with
folks who dig just a bit deeper and push through some of
the less-fun tasks to keep our club running smoothly – and
I try to respect that by making sure that all of you see the
things they work hard to provide to the rest of us. We have
great members, great volunteers, and tremendous families
that support each one of us in our passions from outside
the club. I’m here to reflect that respect and care back out
to our membership as a whole so we all can continue to
appreciate and enjoy ourselves, with gratitude to all who
make it possible. A special thanks to our advertisers and
event sponsors for the massive contributions they make to
our region to help bring all of this to life!

Hello! I’m Sterling Vernon and I’m excited to be considered
for the role of VP, Communications for our region. I’ve
served on the board in the past as the Membership Chair
and have been supporting the website, Porschenet.com,
for a few years now in addition to supporting the Zone
1 website as webmaster. I contribute on an ongoing basis
by helping our region with social media on Facebook
and Instagram. I’ve also helped transition our newsletter
from print to electronic publishing (although I still miss
the print version, too!), did a short stint as editor of the
NOR’EASTER and still contribute content and help proof
it. I created the electronic scoring and registration system
for our concours events for the past two years, set up our
online voting system for board elections for the past couple
years, and attend as many of our events as I can manage.
In my spare time, I help organize the Porsche On The
Mountain event at Palmer Motorsports Park (next: Oct 11,
2020), have way too many cars to maintain, try to keep my
kids (Georgia, 9; Marshall, 12) from being too much better
than me, and try to live up to my wife, Deb, after 27 years
of being married, and sometimes put in less than 50 hours
each week at work.

My goal as VP Comm for 2020 is to continue to reflect
you, our members, back to you. We’re a club – and we
should know each other, feel welcomed at events, feel like
we’re among friends, and feel comfortable enough to meet
new people who share the same passion. I see my role as
trying to help facilitate the process by highlighting as many
of our people and stories throughout the year as possible.
I encourage each and every one of you to share your
thoughts and stories about our club, your history with it,
and the Porsche brand in whatever way you’re comfortable
with – by attending events, in our social media channels,
by submitting photos or stories to our publications, by
volunteering and helping, and by being friendly to other
members and non-members who love Porsches. As for
how this will look we’ll do many of the same things we’ve
always done – constantly looking to polish them as much
as we can. And I’m looking to try a few new things in “new
media” as well – stay tuned! Thanks for your time. I’m
looking forward to the fun we’ll reflect back to you and I
encourage you to be on both sides of it!

From this list of past and present focal points, I think
you’ll see that communications is a big part of what I do
(both in my volunteer roles and also professionally). With
The NOR’EASTER
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Robert Jacobsen Biography
Nominee for VP of Administration
the Finance Director for Hope for Worcester a 501(c)3
organization in Worcester, MA.
After starting his career with State Street Corporation
in Boston, Robert accepted a position with Cambridge
Associates in Arlington, VA and upon moving back to
Massachusetts now co-runs an independent registered
investment advisory firm, Assabet Advisors, LLC.
Robert has served in the past as Treasurer 2017-2018 and
VP Admin in 2019.

Robert became a PCA member in 2012 shortly after
purchasing his current 993 while living in the greater
Washington D.C. area. The future ownership of an aircooled Porsche was destined to be after riding in a 964
Turbo owned by a family member at the young age of 5.
Fast forward to 2012 and a deal was struck to buy a Guards
Red 993 the same day Robert planned on proposing to his
girlfriend and now wife, Susanna. However, the purchase
took much longer than anticipated and resulted in Susanna
waiting to be picked up at Reagan National Airport for
four and a half hours, dinner reservations cancelled and
the plans for the entire evening thrown into disarray. In
the end, miraculously she still said “Yes”. After purchasing
the 993, Robert heard about PCA from a fellow member
(Founders’ Region) while attending a Cars and Coffee
event in Great Falls, VA. While living in the DC area for
about three years, Robert attended numerous PCA social
events as well as autocrossing and rallies. Originally from
central Massachusetts, Robert and his wife moved back to
Massachusetts in 2014 changing regions to NER.
Beyond any Porsche-related activities, Robert volunteers
on Ranger Patrol at Wachusett Mountain, trains year round
for Ironman and half Ironman distance triathlons, and is
The NOR’EASTER
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Paul Skinner Biography
Nominee for VP of Driving
Palmer where I got take my Boxster on the track and really
see how it could perform. With the addition of some really
good tires I did a few DE events that year and couldn’t
wait for more. Then this year I did as many DE and social
events as I could. In the process I met a lot of great people,
had great instructors, made some new friends, and was
welcomed into the PCA family.
Next year, in addition to my NER PCA board duties, I plan
to continue with DE and social events plus try my hand at
a little autocross.
Away from the track I live in Plymouth, MA with my
lovely girlfriend Jen and our very precocious Springer
Spaniel Wilson. I have spent my entire career working in
the Power and Energy field and currently am the Business
Development Manager for Veolia Energy in Boston.

I am truly honored to be nominated to serve as the VP
Driving on the Board of NER PCA as I did last year.
In 1974 everyone was buying American Muscle cars
because the motto was “there’s no replacement for
displacement”. Then one day a neighbor pulled up the
street in his new orange Porsche 914. While everyone
questioned why he would buy this little “2 seater VW” I
was in awe. While my first ever ride in a Porsche was just
around the block in that 914, I was hooked. I vowed that
one day I too would own a Porsche.
Fast forward 35 years. While looking to buy a new SUV,
on a whim, I pulled into Porsche of Norwell and test drove
a Cayenne. Once again, one spin around the block and I
was hooked. I drove home that day in my new Porsche and
haven’t looked back (or elsewhere) since. Six months after
buying the Cayenne I traded in my BMW Z3 for a Boxster
S. While the Cayenne gave way to a Panamera and then
that to a Macan S my Boxster S is my true love. Every
time I get behind the wheel I am transported back to 1974,
I feel like I am a 6-year-old boy again without a care in the
world..…..except the next corner.
I joined PCA 2 years ago after a Porsche customer event at
The NOR’EASTER
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Alan Davis Biography
Nominee for Secretary
It turned out that the Porsche was more elusive than the
girlfriend. The Porsche didn’t come until many years later
when, one rainy Sunday in 2011, I glimpsed a midnight
blue 997 at a used Volvo dealership in Foxboro. It was so
beautiful that I immediately did an illegal U-turn on Route
1 in front of the state police barracks just to get a better
look at the Porsche 911, sitting among the Volvos. Heart
pounding, I knew this was what my rainy day account had
been meant for; now to explain this to my wife Lisa…
Since joining the club, we’ve tried every club activity
other than DE. Lisa and I love to do the Ramble and the
Gala event every year. We now have a 2019 Cayenne
and a 2015 GT3. We both retired early to have more
time for having fun. Oh, why no De? Well, I’ve become
hooked on Autocross. The competitive racing and social
aspects of AX suit me to a T. I do seem to like sports that
involve speeds under 80 MPH, lots of turns, and require
a helmet. From December to March, I’m an alpine ski
racer competing in the Wachusett Night League as well as
in the Masters division of the USSA at various ski areas
across New England. Ski racing is a lot like autocross but
instead of a gas pedal and grippy tires, we rely on gravity
and sharp edges.

I’m Alan Davis the nominee for the position of club
secretary. I joined PCA and the Northeast Region in 2012.
You might notice that I have the same last name as the
outgoing secretary, Lisa Davis. She’s my wife of 36 years.
We live in Franklin, MA.
My first car was a new 1981 Ford Mustang. That was
followed by a Datsun and then a Nissan. For several years,
I’d been thinking about a concept car called the “Piazza”
that was designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro in 1979, which I
read about in Car and Driver magazine. Shortly after my
Nissan got t-boned, I found a Piazza (a red one just like
the one I saw the magazine), which had come to the US
as an Isuzu “Impulse” (not to be confused with the later
version of the Isuzu Impulse that clearly was not designed
by Giugiaro). My Isuzu wasn’t quite a sports car but it did
have “handling by Lotus.”
I’d been dreaming of Porches long before the Piazza. In
1970, a neighbor got a red 911 to match his girlfriend’s
red 911. He was a senior citizen and, me at age 11, I was
baffled by both him having a girlfriend and a cool rear
engine sports car. Little did I realize that both Porsche
911s and girlfriends would someday occupy so many of
my dreams.
The NOR’EASTER
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Anker Berg-Sonne Biography
Nominee for Membership Chair
Only a year after my wife and bought our first Porsche, a
2004 Boxster S, I was honored to be elected as Membership
Chair for the 2018 season. Part way through that season I
volunteered to edit the NOR’EASTER, which, in turn, led
me to serve as VP of Communications in 2019.
For 2020, I have happily accepted nomination to once
again serve as Membership Chair, my favorite position.
I find the high level of interaction with new and existing
members rewarding, and am very interested in exploring
initiatives to drive new member recruitment and increase
membership participation in activities. I will continue to
volunteer as editor of the NOR’EASTER until we are able
to replace me.
I am relatively new to the Porsche world. In 2016 my wife
and I bought our first Porsche, a 2004 Arctic Silver Boxster
S. It has seen use as a pleasure vehicle for country drives,
a vacation to Nova Scotia, several DEs, many autocrosses
and numerous social events ranging from Cars & Coffee
to the annual Gala. Last year we decided to add another
Boxster to our fleet, a red 2002 Base Boxster. Maintaining
and repairing our Porsches has brought me back to my
youth as a poor university student who could not afford to
have our Fiat 600 serviced by mechanics, not to mention
the enjoyment of purchasing all the cool tools required.
Servicing a car from this millennium is not nearly as hard
as most people make it out to be.
Being a member of NER has become a big part of my life
and I have thoroughly enjoyed the many new friends that
I have made in the 3 years I have been a member of the
region.

The NOR’EASTER
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2019 NER Gala
Registration is now open for the 2019 Gala that will be
held at the Andover Country Club on January 4th, 2020.
This spacious and beautiful venue will allow us to respond
positively to two very popular request: Yes, we will have
a band and a dance floor. And yes, we will have a room
where hearing challenged members will be able to converse
without having to overpower loud music.

The NOR’EASTER

Otherwise the program will be the usual: A silent auction
for the benefit of Homes For Our Troops, a brief, but highly
entertaining, live auction of a few items for the benefit of
the same charity. A delicious dinner and presentations of
awards for 2019. The awards presentations will be done
quickly in response to yet another popular demand. After
dinner there will be time to dance, listen to music and
socialize with your good friends from NER.
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The Long & Winding Road
- Bill Seymour, NER President

Our annual Concours was fantastic this year. Kudos to
David Melchar and the many volunteers who contributed
to its success. It is well covered elsewhere in this issue but
I feel the need to add my own observations. First off, it was
my first ever (and likely last) experience as a Concours
judge. I was arm-twisted by Tom Tate into judging the
“Full” class for 356’s. [Note: There were three classes,
“Full” where you check everything, “Top Only” where you
don’t open the hood, doors or trunk and “Werks” which
is about the history of the car.] I was worried on many
counts, not least of which is that, although I own a 356, I
am far from an expert on the details that would differentiate
a perfectly original car from one inappropriately restored.
This turned out to be not a problem: our “Full” concours
is judged strictly on cleanliness, not on originality. And to
further allay my fears, there was only one car in the class
– so any decisions that I made were not going to change
the outcome.

about some of the car’s subtleties. For example, he
described the process used to age the leather hood straps
to the correct appearance – from selection of just the right
leather (matching it to other leather pieces in the car), to
soaking it in liquid, to how long it sits in the sun to dry. And
don’t forget that the car’s engine - the Emory-Rothsport
Outlaw-4 – is a custom made four cylinder that is basically
2/3 of a 964 engine. 250+ horsepower in a 1,920 pound
car! The other hit of the Audrain weekend for me was the
gaggle of Bugattis on display at their rented mansion. I
was fortunate enough to be there when they all started up
to move inside for the night. What a sight and sound.
In other news, perhaps at the very time you are reading
this, we will be holding a “Board retreat.” As has been
previously noted in these pages, the Club is well aware
that times are changing in the automotive, and specifically
Porsche automotive, world. We are in our 60th year as
a Club and things are a lot different now than they were
when we were founded. Moreover, things will probably
be a lot different 10 years from now than they are now.
Are we ready for this? That’s what we will be discussing
– stay tuned for the writeup of our retreat in the next
NOR’EASTER.

The judging included four categories: Engine/Wheels/Tires
(worth 75 points), Exterior (100), Storage (50) and Interior
(75) – so you could get a total of 300 points if everything
was perfect. Note: 991’s, Caymans and Boxsters did not
have their engines judged so could only get 250. Tom and
I set to work on the lovely white Speedster owned by (?).
Tom kindly gave me the easier categories so I wrestled
with Storage and Interior. With the front open I detected
some old grease marks on the hood latch (my car would be
thrilled to have grease applied!) and, with Tom’s approval,
I deducted one point off the 5 possible. Similarly I thought
the seat rails looked less than pristine and docked another
point. All in all it was an interesting exercise and (as
pointed out on the Concours’ website page) caused me to
examine and enjoy the details of this lovely older car. So,
while I suspect I will continue to focus on the club’s DE
and Autocross events, I wound up with a new appreciation
of the Concours.

Finally, registration is now open for the Annual Dinner
– this year to be held at the Andover Country Club on
Saturday, January 4th. All kinds of good news about this:
a great venue, tickets are less than they were last year, the
live auction is back and there will be a band. (And, yes, we
listen to you: the band will be in a separate room and there
is yet another “quiet room” for the small minority who felt
the live auction was too lively.) Also since this will be
the last event of our 60th Anniversary year, there will be
a display of old photos – so if you have some history with
the club, please come and help us label these with names
and places for our archives.

And speaking of details, one of the hits of the Audrain
event was the 356 Outlaw created for the museum’s owner
by Rod Emory. I listened in as he answered questions
The NOR’EASTER
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Laps at LeMons
Like many of my readers, Fall always calls up
pictures of bright foliage, orange pumpkins and
Halloween. That always reminds me of the LeMons
Halloween Hooptiefest at NHIS. This year drew
racers like moths to a flame as hundreds gathered in
all manner of cobbled together race cars with proof
of purchase of less than $500. Yes, you read that
right, the basic car before safety modifications and
tires couldn’t cost more than five hundred dollars.
Now it’s possible to buy a car for $2k and sell off
$1500 of parts like interior, radio, and other small
pieces not needed in a race car to get there but
that is seldom done. Most folks just race junk that
their parents, grandmother or friends gave them or
something they found under water somewhere. It
produces an interesting field seldom seen on a race
track.
The Peugeot 405 that Rob and I drove at Watkins
Glen a couple of years ago was back with an updated
flames paint job. If you remember Rob finished his
driving stint by diving out the window at the exit
of Turn 10 as the car went up in smoke and flames
from a blown engine and shorted wiring harness.
The flames on the front were a nice touch.
The same group brought the 928 that has been doing
a great job for them the last few years. I had a chance
to drive that and it was great fun, with enough
power to pass anyone and enough noise to scare
them as you went by. There was also a 944 that they
The NOR’EASTER
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supported that an old friend was driving this weekend from
NJ . He put it hard into the wall at the bottom of Turn 10
in practice on Friday but the nose got straightened before
the Sat start.
Another bright entry was a 1996 VW Golf dressed up
to look like a Harlequin. These were cars put together at
the VW Factory by just swapping the removable panels
with other cars coming down the assembly line. Doors,
hoods and trunk lids were passed about until each had a
different combination and they became instant collectors’
items. About 280 were made for the worldwide market and
this one looked like a valuable item until you realized it
was short two doors ( the real ones all had 4 doors) and
had a roll cage welded in place. The driver and crew were
dressed to match.
A group from our PCA Region was driving a 944 and
had been at the Thompson event back in Aug. They are
autocrossers that are trying their hand at wheel to wheel
racing and having a great time. The team has car number
356 (near and dear to my heart) and call their effort the
Regressive Team after the Progressive Insurance Co.
They dress up like Flo in the TV commercial. They lost a
transmission on the first day at the Aug race at Thompson
but found one for $200 on Craig’s List 45 minutes away
(wrapped up under a tree for 2 years) and were back in
action the following day. The trans started the NHIS race
and is still running fine.

The boost has been turned down to 20 psi from 24 psi as
we got tired of reattaching the intercooler hoses and that
reduces the number of pit stops required. The transmission
had been changed from a 5 speed to an automatic. That
gave us more time to concentrate on driving and less time
to worry about what gear to pick in each turn. That was a
bit of a problem at the end of the front straight. At the end
of the straight at about 110 mph when the driver lifted off
the gas the TT thought that it had reached the end of an
on ramp and was pulling onto the highway so it promptly
upshifted a couple of gear to settle down. But that was not
the case and after hard braking, turning in and hitting the
gas it was a surprise to find the car hunting for a gear. One
down, then another, then another, finally into third gear and
off it went. After a little practice the solution was found,
just floor the pedal before you need it and by the time you
want to accelerate it was in the right gear.
I did have one surprise on the front straight when I hadn’t
hauled the speed down enough at the end. I made the left
but was carrying way too much speed to make the right
turn that came up fast. As the rear began to pass me I knew
that in spite of a full lock to the left, I was not going to be
able to catch it. After years of teaching students what to do
in a spin I reacted automatically, both feet in, right? Except
there was only one pedal not two and I was completely
rattled. It did slide to a stop with the engine still running
as the automatic knew what to do even if I didn’t, so off I
went with my left foot still on the floor.
In spite of a drivers meeting on Sunday morning that said
we were driving like idiots, I thought the field of 108 cars
had behaved pretty well for the 8 hours on Sat. I didn’t have
anyone dive bomb me into a turn and everyone seemed
to allow me enough room when I passed. We did have a
BMW 2002 take a dive off the hill at turn 6 after someone

My ride was a Turbo Diesel Audi TT put together by Dr
Volk in Pembroke, MA. The idea came from the Turbo
Diesel VW Beetle that we drove a few years ago that met
its end at Turn 10 at this very track. For the record, I was
not driving at the time.
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practiced a Pitt maneuver on him. It just missed the BIG
rock after the flag station, rolled down the hill and landed
on its wheels. The driver was unhurt but he looked like a
football quarterback after a sack walking back up the hill.
His car was done and his day was over.

The PCA 944 ran strong on Sat but a bad fuel rail cost it
time in the pits on Sunday ending a top 10 finish hope but
still a finish. The Peugeot 405 won the Index of Effluency.
That’s the highest award given at a LeMons Race, general
criteria to win this award is a car that is too unreliable to be
driven effectively on the streets yet manages to complete a
decent number of laps on the race track. The 928 finished
fifth overall, it’s highest finish ever and the NJ 944 won
first place in Class B after that crash in practice. Note to
self: Never give up.

The day didn’t start well for us as I took the green flag,
stayed out of trouble for the first five laps and then had the
car die on me in Turn 1. The engine wouldn’t restart so it
was dragged back to the pit in a rope. It didn’t take long for
Dr Volk (Bob Mann) to find a bad ground to the fuel pump
and back to the fray I went.

All in all a great race weekend with great October weather
in NH that will be long remembered by everyone.

The car did great all day and the mileage was so good that
we got 8 hours (OK, 7 ½ with that stop) of foot to the floor
driving on a single tank of fuel. The other three drivers did
a great job staying out of trouble and Bob’s son, Clinton,
who had never been on a race track before, got faster as the
day went on until he was only a couple of seconds behind
his Dad.
Sunday went smooth except that when prepping the car that
morning one of the crew leaned on the roof spoiler (clearly
it was big enough to lean on) and broke the aluminum
mount. Off it came so we finally had a chance to test its
effect. I couldn’t tell the difference, I was too busy talking
to the transmission but everyone else thought it was faster
on the front straight. So much for roof spoilers.
We did have a couple of spins and Bob missed a yellow
flag and passed a few cars. Missing a flag is a big No No,
so the entire crew had to go to the penalty box to carve a
pumpkin before we could go back out on the track.

As winter closes in the speeds will get higher and the lap
times will get lower I’m sure but the weekend was a great
way to end the track season. The next race is a Champ
Car Race at Sebring the last week of December where it’s
sunny and warm.

Another day with no fuel stops tells us that we can certainly
be competitive with the TT. Just finishing both days was a
big plus for us.
The NOR’EASTER
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Report to follow, KTF
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Gas ‘N Go
Don Kelly
Treasurer

Off To The Races!

This year I wasn’t able to fit in as many DE events as I
may have wished, and my son Brad didn’t get in any. So,
rather than lament, Brad offered to take me out for an
afternoon of go-kart racing for my 65th birthday, guess he
wants to pick on the old guy. So, on the chosen day we first
dropped off the Carrera at EPE to be tech inspected for the
Tamworth event and promptly headed to X1 Boston to rip
off a few laps. The X1 website indicated Arrive and Drive
from 12:00 PM to10:00PM. We arrived at about 11:50 and
patiently waited until opening to be told there was a private
event, and no public racing until 2:00. But, I protested,
“the website said”….”yeah, not until 2:00, sorry” was
replied. Well, Brad whipped out the old smartphone and
was googling other go-kart tracks faster than Dirty Harry
could draw a .44 Magnum, (“most powerful handgun in
the world…do you feel lucky”?) But I digress. We found
Supercharged in Wrentham, a relatively new kart and
entertainment center, opening at 1:00. Hmmm…electric
karts? I am a dinosaur, and like my fuel the same, fossil.
Given the options, we jumped in the car, and like the
Blues Brothers, were on a mission from Gawd! We arrived
again 10 minutes early, but were able to get in to scope
things out. The only thing open was the Thirsty Beaver,
the complex’s pub. We waited patiently, again, and were
able to secure three races, but would have to wait about
20 minutes. We used the time to scope out the facility and
meandered upstairs where the tracks may be viewed from
above. Okay, pretty expansive, a little hard to distinguish
where the two tracks were separated. I did notice that the
karts were made by Rimo, the same brand as the gas karts
at X1. Maybe some hope? We were finally allowed in to
get race-ready and were given the pre-race presentation
The NOR’EASTER

of rules and tips. I am pretty deaf, and with a helmet on
couldn’t hear much. I gave Brad a puzzled look; he simply
said “same as DE dad, but this is racing!” Ouch! The racing
glove gauntlet has been thrown down! Bring it!!
We were able to get two races on one track and the third
on the second track. The karts were pretty fun, although
electric, they were equipped with engine noise and the
things actually rumbled as well. They also had a “booster”
button that would light up from time to time, that when
pushed, would give a few extra volts allowing one to
blast for a few seconds. Mine didn’t seem to work, but
as Brad later explained, it would only light if you didn’t
contact anything for two minutes. Okay, so a couple of
times I might have tracked out a bit too much. The tracks
were also pretty fun, they had two different sections of
surface, one smooth and slick (a bit slippery), the other
more abrasive (more grip). We’re off! The DE experience
came through; we were so close that it looked like one
kart was being trailered by the other. At the end of the day,
Brad beat the old man by about .05 seconds. Errr, stupid
“booster button”. When we were done racing we had to
decide, a cold libation at the Thirsty Beaver, or to Apex
Marlborough for more racing? To Marlborough it was!
We had both been to Apex before, it is about five minutes
from our homes, but we only got one race in that day and
hadn’t formed any opinions. We were only able to get
one race in this time as well. The track was smaller than
Supercharged, and the karts didn’t make engine noise or
rumble. Most importantly, there was no “booster button’,
not that it much mattered to me, since I never got to use
it anyway. Green flag… go!! I started in front and stayed
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that way throughout as the electric motor whirred me to
victory! Yea!! We now had to decide, a cold libation at the
Pitstop Tavern? Whoa, look at the time, I have to get to the
shop to pick up the Porsche which is now ready. So, Brad
three, the Ol’ man one. Next time! Okay, this was pretty
much fun!
I’m sure that like me, every parent would like their children
to be successful and happy. Brad has recently started a real
estate company and I really hope he finds great success. If
he does, he is likely to buy a GT2RS and maybe let the Ol’
dad take it for a spin??

Ever Dream Of Driving A 911 RSR?
Now you can.
Anytime you want to.
Virtual Reality has changed the world of racing
simulation. When you add in a VR Motion Labs
3DOF motion simulator that is properly tuned for
precise synchronized movement, the level of
immersion is very real.
You are there at the track, in the car and in the
race. You feel the car. You feel the steering. You
feel the oversteer. You'll feel that backend break
loose.
And best of all, you can practice or race anytime
you want, at almost any track and in any kind of
weather.
We design and build custom static, 2DOF and 3DOF motion
racing simulators that utilize the latest in VR technology to put you
in the car, at the track.
Dedicated simulator rental is also available for 1/2 hour and 1 hour
sessions with or without instruction.
See our website or call for details : 617-365-3231.
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Racing Simulators
385 Court Street, Suite 303
Plymouth, MA 02360
www.vrmotionlabs.com
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By Robert Jacobsen, VP of Administration

“Never a doubt.”

The phrase became an oft repeated mantra
over the course of nine days and the three-thousand,
one hundred some-odd miles between Las Cruces,
New Mexico and Holden, Massachusetts. There were
many times the three of us sat and looked at our current
predicament and wondered what tomorrow would look
like. Would we be back on the road? Would we be on
an airplane with the Jeeps on a flatbed? How did we get
here? Why are we doing this? Whose idiotic idea was
it to drive vehicles more than twice our average age
across the country? Do we smell as bad as we look?
Which terrible fast food products would be coursing
through our digestive systems tomorrow and most
likely reducing our lifespans? Again, why?

good friends in Las Cruces, NM last October. It was
the night the Red Sox and Dodgers went eighteen
innings and therefore gave me double the number of
commercial breaks to peruse the local Craigslist ads.
I found the Jeep which was only a few miles away,
contacted the seller and agreed to look at it the next
morning all before the 16th inning. The following
morning, we went over to look at it and take it for a
test drive. Pulling back into the seller’s driveway, a
bushing in the steering linkage failed, but I still agreed
to buy it. After a quick trip to the bank and then to
my friend’s onion shed to get some scrap conveyor
belt to scratch build a replacement bushing , we
were wrenching away and twenty minutes later were
driving it back to his house. That was the last time I
saw the Jeep for almost ten months. In the meantime,
I registered and insured the Jeep and then mailed the
license plates to my friend who would drive it around
from time to time in an effort to shake out any bugs
as we began to concoct the idea of driving it back to
MA. I bought a second Jeep in November to add to the
caravan. It was a beautiful 1972 CJ-5 with the 4.2L
straight six which we all fell in love with during the
trip. Well, winter hit New England shortly after that
and the Jeeps were out of sight/ out of mind for me.
My friend would occasionally text me a picture of the
Jeep during some escapade out in the desert in nice 7580 degree sunshine while I was shoveling snow. Spring
finally arrived (in June it felt like) and we began to
make serious plans for the trip.

For those who have not read the backstory in
an article I wrote earlier this year, I purchased a 1957
Jeep CJ-5 while my wife and I were visiting some
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The logistics were really not that difficult. My brother
and I were going to fly out to our friend’s house, the
three of us would drive back, and then our friend would
fly back to Las Cruces. We mapped out the route to
avoid all interstates, tagged the places we absolutely
had to get gas as the 1957 only has a ten gallon gas tank
and we were expecting to only get around 14mpg fully
loaded with our gear. We figured out what we needed
to complete for mileage each day and the places we
would stay every night. Since we were going to be
camping most nights, we packed for the trip in similar

fashion to a prolonged backpacking trip, but with
mechanic tools. Then we just waited for the actual day
to arrive and hoped the weather and vehicles worked in
our favor… The former did, but the latter did not.
We set out on Saturday August 24th around 4pm with
the goal being a short drive up to a cabin in Cloudcroft,
NM. It was a short 120 miles, but with an elevation
gain of over 5000’ it was a quick test of both Jeeps
right out of the gate. In a microcosm of the next week,
the 1972 performed flawlessly while the 1957 (from
here on will be referred to as OJ for Orange Jeep) did
its best Exxon Valdez impression and we encountered
an electrical issue which was fixed after a quick stop
at a Lowes. The next morning (Sunday the 25th) we
set out with an additional traveler as our friend’s mom
who had been at the cabin the previous night decided
on a whim to join in on our idiocy adventure. The day
dawned chilly as we descended from the mountains
in the Lincoln National Forest in our two open air
vehicles. Given the four wheel drum brakes which
stop the Jeeps with the response of a fully loaded
freight train, we were glad to be doing this while the
temperature was still somewhat in our favor. After a
couple hours though I began to realize that the mileage
targets we had each day were going to be unrealistic
even if everything went smoothly. We had built in a
cushion though in terms of the return flight so, we were
not too worried.
8/25/19 - Day 1 +7 hours: We are cruising along and
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about twenty miles outside of Portales, NM OJ started
ticking. The ticking rapidly escalated to a terrible rod
knock and there we were on day one on the side of the
road already wondering what had we gotten ourselves
into. We had planned for a lot of what-if scenarios, but
motor internals are not something you can plan for nor can
you typically rectify on the side of the road. We decided
to limp the last bit into Portales and reassess the situation
there. It took almost two hours to cover the twenty miles
and on a day where the temperature was hovering in the
low 100’s there was no breeze from our barely above idle
speed as we puttered along. Pulling into Portales we found
a perfect oasis in the form of an abandoned gas station with
a concrete surface and covered by an awning. We left OJ
there to cool off and started hitting up the few auto parts
stores in the town. No surprise when none of them had rod
bearings for a sixty-two year old Jeep in stock. While we
were trying to find new bearings, a local started chatting
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with our friend’s mom and mentioned he had a friend just
outside of town with a 1947 Willys. A couple hours and a
few phone calls later we were discovering that “just outside
town” meant fifteen miles as we drove the one working
Jeep out to see if we could negotiate the purchase of the
rod bearings from a motor of unknown condition. After
agreeing with our proposal, the owner took us around back
to a steel building with a dirt floor. Inside was a 1947
Willys that appeared to have not been touched by human
hands in thirty years. Half-buried in tumbleweed, it looked
awful, but it potentially held the keys to us getting on the
road. We started to quickly unbury the Jeep until the seller
told us there were loads of Black Widows in the barn and
to look out for snakes. Awesome… A short while later we
had harvested what we needed and were heading back to
town. It was dusk at this point so we made reservations at
a local hotel and since we were already about as dirty as I
have ever been in my entire life, decided to install the “new”
bearings with headlamps and flashlights. We dropped the
oil pan and found we had completely spun a bearing and
decently marred the surface of the crank. We also realized
at this point that the bearings we had stripped from the
’47 were from an already rebuilt motor and therefore were
oversized. Dejected, we went back to the hotel, scrubbed
down and held counsel on what to do next. During the day
we had ordered new bearings which were being delivered
to Amarillo, TX on Tuesday. This was still Sunday night
and there was another 125 miles between us and Amarillo.
During the evening another local guy stopped by while we
were wrenching and gave us a homemade towbar. “Just in
case” he said… Well, that case was now real and present.
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Monday 8/26/19 – Day 2: We get a flat tire overnight on
the ‘72, but thankfully the hotel was literally across the
street from a tire shop. We quickly got it patched and then
utilizing the towbar we conjoined the Jeeps and headed to
Amarillo. It was another balmy 102+ degree day, but the
’72 worked like a champ and got us there with ease. We
checked into another hotel, fixed another flat on the ’72
(different tire) and then relaxed.

daylight as opposed to the flashlights and headlamps gave
us a better perspective of our predicament. The crank
had some decent grooves in it as the bearing had literally
shredded. Looking at it closer now, we wondered if we
were fighting a losing battle. I started to prepare for the
worst case scenario and began looking at shipping rates
and last second flights. Tuesday afternoon around 2pm the
bearings arrived and we were there waiting. We attempted
to polish the crank with some emory cloth, but again there
is only so much you can do on the side of the road or in
this case the back parking lot of a Hampton Inn. We put
everything back together, poured in a quart of Lucas oil
treatment, a quart of 90w gear oil and then topped it off
with 10w30. We hoped the gear oil and the Lucas would
help pick up any slack that still existed between the crank
and the bearing. After starting the motor for the first time
in forty-eight hours, this was the first time “Never a doubt”
was uttered. We got back on the road and hoped to knock
out a few miles before nightfall. Driving along OJ initially
felt fine, but we were taking it slow as we exited Amarillo,
less than an hour later the ticking had returned. This time
though it was just a persistent ticking that only occurred
at certain RPM’s and throttle loads. You could delicately
balance everything and continue to drive, but top speed
was only about 35mph. Whereas towing OJ with the ’72
we were easily cruising around 50-53mph on flat ground.
Doing the math we decided we had no option but to tow
OJ the rest of the way. From here our plans were out the
window and our itinerary was created on an ad hoc basis.
We drove into the night with an orange flashing LED strobe
on each vehicle until we reached Dodge City. There we
checked into the Corner Post Motel which was literally the

Tuesday 8/27/19 – Day 3: While waiting for the bearings
to arrive at the local Autozone, we decide to get everything
ready to go and dropped the oil pan. Doing this now in
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our stuff at a friend’s house and drove over to Kauffman
Stadium. Driving around in a larger city like Kansas City
is also where another endearing aspect of the ’72 began to
declare its presence. You see, the ’72 has Detroit locker
and when you are driving around in a city, making sharp
turns at intersections or trying to parallel park, people
tend to stop and stare when you are chirping your tires
or getting a little bit of axle hop while only doing a few
miles per hour. From a driver/ passenger standpoint, it was
quite entertaining to see the reaction of pedestrians as they
beheld and questioned what on earth we were up to.

corner lamppost in the back corner of a Wal-Mart parking
lot. We strung up our hammocks Jeep to Jeep, Jeep to
lamppost, lamppost to Jeep and then another one Jeep to
Jeep. Dead tired after a long day, the fact that the lamppost
was on all night did not bother us one bit.
Wednesday 8/28/19 – Day 4: After a breakfast cooked
on a single burner MSR backpacking stove, we stopped
for coffee and also new hardware as we noticed the night
before that the bolts used to mount the bumper and the
tow hitch to the frame were less than substantial. Thirty
minutes later we were all back together with very ample
hardware and so we got underway. The goal this day was
to get to Kansas City in time to get to a Royals vs Athletics
baseball game, but 343 very hot miles stood in our way
first. Outside of the heat, this was an uneventful day. We
arrived into Kansas City around 7:20, quickly unloaded

Thursday 8/29/19 – Day 5: I woke up this morning and
remembered how on Monday as we lay under the Jeep
trying to fix an unfixable problem, I had begun to wonder
where we would be on Thursday and Friday. Well, here
we were, Thursday morning, about to close out the first
half of the trip in terms of distance. I mentioned this over
breakfast, to which the response was “Never a doubt.” We
then loaded up, but before leaving KC visited the WWI
memorial and museum. For those who have never been,
I highly, highly recommend going. It is an exceptional
museum about a war that most people (myself included)
do not know enough about. At this point our friend’s
mom flew home to Las Cruces and we headed northeast
to Springfield, Illinois and the former home of Abraham
Lincoln. We did not get there before closing time
unfortunately, but we did get out and stretch our legs for a
few minutes before pushing on to Lincoln, Illinois and our
second Wal-Mart overnight.
Friday 8/30/19 – Day 6: 5:30am on Day 6 to be exact. We
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were all asleep in our hammocks when the most obnoxious
sound of a small industrial diesel engine mixed with the
loud swishing of a street sweeper tore us all awake. Our
initial thoughts towards this driver, who out of the entire
nine acre Wal-Mart parking lot decided the corner where
we were sleeping needed extra attention, were less than
polite, but they eventually subsided and we decided to
make the most of the fact that could get an early start to the
day. Our goal was to get to the Tire Rack headquarters in
South Bend, Indiana by mid-afternoon. Once there, we had
been told we would get a tour and that Tire Rack wanted
to get some measurements off of OJ as they did not have
a Jeep that old in their database. We arrived around 3:30,
but the person I had been in communication with had gone
home and the fancy laser scanning, measurement system
was occupied with another project. So, no tour, but we did

get new tires for the ’72 as with two patches on thirteen
year old tires, we had definitely been on borrowed time.
It was at this point in the trip were I became much less
interested in any of the sights as we drove along or even
taking pictures as we just wanted to get home. Our last
night outside was at a Wal-Mart just outside Toledo, OH.
This was also the coldest night as the temperature dipped
down into the mid 40’s. For those of you who have never
overnighted in a hammock, cold temperatures are worse
when sleeping suspended off of the ground as you have
cold air 360 degrees around you and any wind can just
make that exponentially worse.
Saturday 8/31/19 – Day 7: We left Toledo bright and early
as we needed to cover almost four hundred miles to where
my sister lives outside of Rochester, NY. We cranked
through the day and into the night with an efficiency that
would make a WEC racing team jealous. Our gas stop
were not quite F1 level as the ’72 has a narrow fill pipe
which only allows you to squeeze the handle on a gas
pump about 2/3 of the way and only while holding it at a
certain angle, but they were still quick (relatively) and we
rolled into West Henrietta, NY about 10pm that evening.
My parents had driven out from central MA to NY that
day and my mother had a hot meal waiting for us when we
arrived. I do not remember what the meal consisted of, but
it was hot and delicious and I fell promptly asleep.
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and primitive, but also visceral and romantic about the trip.
With the long standing trends in the automotive industry
of adding every type of driving nanny imaginable and
now the trend towards community ride sharing, app based
transportation, the days of pure, unadulterated driving
experiences could be slipping into shadows. As the three
of us laid in the middle of a road somewhere in Oklahoma
late one night with nary a set of headlights or houselights to
be seen from horizon to horizon, the warmth of the asphalt
permeating our bodies in the cool night air, we looked up
at the stars and the clearest view of the Milky Way that I
have ever seen and I realized that this antiquated survivor
from a bygone era was the only reason I was there.

Sunday 9/1/19 – Day 8: The end of the road. We finished
the journey winding along route 20 through New York and
into Massachusetts. The hills in the Berkshires were a bit
of a struggle for the ’72 as these were the steepest grades
we had faced during the entire trip. But then, that was it.
It was over. We pulled into my driveway turned the ’72 off
and just sat for a few minutes. It was the trip of a lifetime.
It was hard, filthy, at times angering (stupid street sweeper
driver), but we loved it. Maybe that sounds sadistic, but
in today’s day and age where everything is easy, soft and
safe, especially for Americans, there was something pure
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E VERY OBJ ECT HAS A STORY

worth telling, worth finding.

VALUE YOUR COLLECTION.

Experts in 30 specialty areas; offering
auction, insurance, probate, and estate
appraisal services. 212.787.1113

For buyers, consignors, and the passionately curious
F I N D W O R T H AT S K I N N E R I N C . C O M

Photo by Richard Viard from 2018 Porsches on the Mountain

BACK TO BASICS
Anker Berg-Sonne,
VP of Communications

Getting ready
One of the major disadvantages of joining the “old
white men” is that you have to deal with the passing and
incapacitation of old friends and relatives. This year, I have
been busy with two of these.

truck that needed some work before it could be sold. We
got the work done fairly easily and I put the truck up for
sale on Craigs List. I have done this once before and it was
a horrible experience with a bunch of scammers contacting
me and not a single serious buyer. This time it went better.
I got a number of contacts who evaporated, but two serious
ones. The first one backed out because it was too new and
expensive for him, but the other panned out. He showed
up with his father, who had some mechanical training, and
everything checked out and we agreed on a price. Just as
we were about to finalize the sale the father said he wanted
to check one more thing, jumped behind the wheel and
started the engine. He called me over and showed me that
the brake warning light was staying on. I know that nobody

One is a friend whom I initially met in 1986 when I finally,
after ever since my childhood wanting a radio controlled
model airplane, got one for my birthday. As with any hobby
I undertake, I can only do it 100%, so from then on, right
until we bought our first Porsche and joined NER, model
airplanes, and gliders in particular, was my main interest.
He suddenly, and unexpectedly, passed away while on
vacation in the Galapagos Islands. He left a basement full
of models and tools that I and a couple other friends have
been dealing with. As I write
this there is a final auction at
his home and anything that isn’t
sold or taken away will be put in
a dumpster and trashed.
The other friend, with whom
I have been close since 1978,
had to enter a nursing home
recently because of poor health.
He is only a week older than
me, which is a bit of a wakeup
call. An even older friend of his
and I have been dealing with all
of his possessions, financials,
apartment and vehicle. He was
a gun collector and ended up
selling everything to a gun
shop in NH. His vehicle was an
extended cab Ford F150 pickup
The NOR’EASTER
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with a friend. We also co-owned a farm in Maine, where
the car was kept, but the farm was sold earlier this year and
the car sits in a tent garage behind my home until we can
get it sold. Neither of us has room to store it indoors, which
it really should be.

will believe that this was the very first time this happened.
It almost killed the sale, but I got them to agree on a hand
shake that if I could get whatever was causing the light to
go on fixed, they would buy it. On to Google searching
“2007 Ford F150 brake light on”. Turns out it’s a common
problem caused either by a microswitch on the emergency
brake pedal, low brake fluid, a bad fluid level sensor, or,
hopefully not, a cold solder joint or a cracked circuit board
for the instrument cluster. I had two days to get it fixed and
quickly eliminated the first two possibilities, which left the
instrument cluster. On to Google again to find instructions
on how to get the instrument panel out. It fortunately was
simple and the next morning I went out and started the
process. The dash was out in about 5 minutes and the
moment I touched the main electrical connector the light
went out! After reseating it I tried really hard to get the
light to come on, but it stayed out, After making a trip to
Costco and back home again without the light coming on
I felt confident that the problem was solved. The next say
the buyer came back, and the sale went through.

Either just after we return, or in March I plan to refurbish
the suspension on FUNTOY. I have a set of “new” springs,
will replace all the trailing arms and put new bushings in
all other control arms. The shocks are still in good shape.
I’ll also install the cat bypass pipes that I bought last year,
and on FUNBOX I’ll replace the rear trailing arms. Some
new rubber, to be bought in the spring, will get both cars
in ship shape form for the 2020 season. For rubber it
seems Bridgestone Re71-Rs are still the supreme tires for
autocross. For street and occasional Vintage DE I’ll stick
with Sumitomo HTR Z III. They seem to wear well, have
decent traction and the price is right.
Our upcoming trip is to New Zealand, where we will
crisscross the country in a rental car for three weeks. I’ll
be keeping an eye out and report back on the Porsche sche
down there.

After the last autocross of the season at the end of this
month it will be time to prep both Boxsters for winter
hibernation before we depart on vacation. I also have a
third vehicle, the 1941 Dodge Luxury Liner that I co-own
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Minutes of
the Board
Lisa Davis
Secretary

September Board Meeting Minutes
Lisa and Alan Davis hosted this month’s board meeting.
Thanks goes to Alan formaking the coffee and doing the
cleanup.

Retreat planning continues with the board discussing a
draft of purpose, agendas for the morning and afternoon
sessions, as well consideration of a moderator for the event.
The Board Retreat is slated for Saturday, November 2nd.

In attendance were:

All board members, activity chairs, and nominated
candidates should plan to attend. Invitations will be sent
via email. Any NER member who is interested in attending,
please contact secretary@porschenet.com

Kristin Larson – Past President
Bill Seymour – President
Anker Berg-Sonne – VP Communications
Don Kelly – Treasurer
Lisa Davis – Secretary
Jerome Gangitano – Membership
Stan Corbett – DE Registration
Alan Davis – NER Member
Robert Jacobsen – VP Administration – via phone
Paul Skinner – VP Driving Events – was not in attendance
The meeting was underway with the approval of the
Treasurer’s Report andcpraise to Don Kelly for doing an
exceptional job as NER treasurer. The boardcthen reviewed
the following business:
• The last 60th Anniversary interview in the NOR’EASTER
• Progress on the Silver Porsche base
• Gala Planning
Communications VP Anker Berg-Sonne noted that we have
one more NOR’EASTER scheduled after the September
issue. He stressed that any material for the last issue needs
to be submitted by the middle of October.
The board approved the 2020 Ad/Sponsor Package. Thanks
goes out to President Bill Seymour and the hard-working
members of the Ad/Sponsor Committee: Don Kelly,
Sterling Vernon, Paul Skinner, and Anker Berg-Sonne.
The NOR’EASTER
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Minutes of
the Board
Lisa Davis
Secretary

October Board Meeting Minutes
The fall foliage showed its colors on the way to the board
meeting. Our hosts were Don and Cindy Kelly. Thank you,
Cindy, for keeping my wine glass half full!

Robert Jacobsen, VP Administration, gave a Gala planning
report. He noted that silent auction, as well as live auction
planning is in process. The facility fee was reported. The
board was given the menu choices with the next decision
being cost to attendees. The board voted to have a live
band in a separate room from the dining room.

In attendance were:
Kristin Larson – Past President
Bill Seymour – President
Robert Jacobsen – VP Administration
Paul Skinner – VP Driving Events
Anker Berg-Sonne – VP Communications
Don Kelly – Treasurer
Lisa Davis – Secretary
Jerome Gangitano – Membership
Stan Corbett – DE Registration
Alan Davis – NER Member

In other events, the board discussed more tech sessions and
panel discussions and the upcoming end of the year events.
The board discussed election planning for the upcoming
NER Board elections in November. President and
Nominating Chair Bill Seymour reported that the slate
of nominees will run unopposed as of tonight’s meeting.
All nominees must send their bios to communications@
porschenet.com by October 15th. The communications
team will set up the voting site.

The meeting commenced with praise to Dave Melchar and
the Concours committee for a wonderful event at Chateau
sur Mer. A motion was made by the board to support the
Concours committee’s decisions for next year.

The 2020 Ad/Sponsor Package was recently sent out and
the top tiers have been filled. We want to thank all our
advertisers and sponsors for their commitment. The board
will continue to work to bring in new advertisers.

The Treasurer’s Report was approved. Treasurer Don
Kelly gave the board a bookkeeping overview of each
NER event. The board discussed a reclassification of DE/
Social events for ease of accounting.

Retreat planning continues with the board approving the
Retreat Plan. There was discussion about sending out a
mid-month Eblast looking for young members who may
be interested in attending. The Board Retreat is slated
for Saturday, November 2, 2019, by invitation. The
board members approved having the November board
meeting that day, as well. The day will consist of morning
workshops, lunch, board meeting, and communications
team meeting.

The board moved to review old business:
•
The last 60th Anniversary interview in the
NOR’EASTER will be a video interview with Norm Brust
and Tom Tate.
•
Nick Shanny has offered to create the Silver
Porsche base.

The last edition of the 2019 NOR’EASTER will be
November. The board discussed planning what goes into
future issues as a retreat topic.

•
Membership will follow up with those who would
like to be a club volunteer.
The NOR’EASTER
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In new business, the board discussed the possibility of
appointing a club historian/archivist, including:
•

Preservation of club history,

•

Digital archives,

•

History section in NOR’EASTER,

•

Budget,

•

Library Science Background.

The next board meeting will be held on November 2nd.
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In this tumultuous environment, do you know what is driving
your retirement portfolio?

Customized Investment Solutions Since 2003
Removing the stress of the investment experience for individuals who have a lot to lose.
www.assabetadvisors.com

508-351-9666

Wayne M. Ushman, CFA - Managing Director
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4 Smith Road, Northborough, MA 01532
Robert E. Jacobsen - Director/ CCO
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VIP’s - Very Important Persons
New members as of October 1st, 2019

Jorge Abellas-Martin

Matthew DeMore

Maddox Kay

Steve Bach

Melis Dural

George Kinsella

Marc Bellanger

William Farnsworth

Jason Koravos

Douglas Best

Jeffrey Frysinger

Eduardo Lopez

Justin Brooks

Michael Gore

Xavian McCarthy

John Brundage

James Haering

Rick Noble

Karen Budnick

John Haronian

Stephen Puerini

Glenn Burlamachi

Kevin Hegarty

Stephen Rose

Michael Chatterley

Chris Howe

Carlton Schmidt

Daniel Connolly

James Jackson

Victor Spivak

Jamaica Plain, MA
2011 Boxster
Stoughton, MA
2004 911 Turbo
Marion, MA
2005 Cayenne S

Vineyard Haven, MA
2019 Panamera 4 Executive
Holden, MA
2014 911 Carrera
Dighton , MA
2000 911 Carrera 4 Cabriolet
Lexington, MA
1998 911 Carrera 4S
Concord, MA
2008 Cayman S

North Kingstown , RI
1976 911 Targa
Boston, MA
2016 Cayman GT4
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Hyde Park, MA
2008 Cayman

Boston, MA
2019 911 Carrera 4S
Wellesley, MA
1986 911 Turbo

Holden, MA
1986 944 Turbo

Winthrop, MA
2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid
Topsfield, MA
2018 Macan S

No. Providence, RI
2016 Macan Turbo
Newport , RI
2009 911 Carrera 4S
South Hero , VT
2004 911 Carrera 4S
West Warwick, RI
2001 Boxster S
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Cambridge, MA
1985 944
Nashua, NH
2004 911 Carrera 4S
N Chelmsford, MA
2009 911 Carrera S Cabriolet
Foxboro, MA
2013 Panamera 4
Randolph, MA
1983 944

Cambridge, MA
2014 Cayman
Jamestown, RI
1986 911 Carrera
Marion, MA
1999 911 Carrera
Winchester, MA
2010 Cayman S

Wellesley, MA
2019 911 GT2 RS
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VIP’s - Very Important Persons
New members as of November 1st, 2019

Jeff Barr

Maia Heymann

Harold Tamayo

John Barros

Ken Lin

Larry Tambascio

Allen Begnoche

Andrew Marsh

Dave Tracey

Josh Blair

Jeremy McComb

Chris Tully

Pete Cornish

Daly McLaughlin

Scott Uva

Neel Desai

Christian Merhy

Alexander Waldmann

Stephen DiCato

Ian Purdy

Joseph Dylan Wenke

Rosanne Eastman

Craig Reardon

Glendale, RI
2002 Boxster
Quincy, MA
2018 911 GT3
South Burlington, VT
1987 944
Canton, MA
2008 911 Carrera S
Boston, MA
2006 911 Carrera 4 Cabriolet
Plantsville, CT
2010 911 Turbo
Lynnfield, MA
1979 911 SC

Marlborough, MA

Jenna Emmons
Scituate, MA
2020 Macan

Antonio Giorgio Jr
Hingham, MA
2017 911 Carrera S
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Concord, MA
1997 Boxster

North Easton, MA
1974 911
Needham, MA
1981 911 SC

Salem, MA
2012 911 Carrera 4 GTS
Nepean, Ontario
2013 911 Carrera
Belmont, MA
1987 924S

Shrewsbury, MA
2014 911 Carrera 4S
Kensington, CT
2018 911 Turbo S

East Greenwich, RI
2005 911 Carrera S
Northborough, MA
2014 Cayman
Norwood, MA
1984 944
Worcester, MA
2016 911 Carrera 4S
Salem, MA
2001 Boxster
Somerville, MA
2007 911 Carrera
Brookline, MA

Nayeem Zunayed
Boston, MA
2019 911 Carrera T

Jacob Silberberg
Bedford, NH
1972 911T

Jonathan Silva

Marion, MA
2005 911 Carrera
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47 Years

Donald Rothenberg

46 Years

David Melchar
Roberta Melchar

45 Years

43 years

Olivia Vargus
William Vargus

41 Years

Donald Plant
Katherine Plant

Deborah Pinzon
Enrique Pinzon

Anniversaries

35 Years

John Foster
Michelle Sceppa

20 Years

Dennis Mcgurk
Michael Mcgurk

10 Years

David Javaheri
Robert Wilber
Teresa Wilber

October 2019

5 Years

Thomas Bigony
Jeffrey DeLong
Mary Lou DeLong
Irene Diodati
Paul Diodati
Paul Fowler
Kenneth Frank
Jeffrey Gault
Robert Gomes
Ann Mullen
Donald Mullen
Ronald O’Hanley
John Skrbinsek
Richard Stearns

NOTE: Anniversary dates are from the National PCA database and may not reflect your original anniversary if there
have been lapses in your membership.
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46 Years

42 Years

Richard M. Porter
Susan Wollison

Betty Marshall
David Marshall

44 Years

Eileen Crowley-Sofka
Linda Haskell
Donald Morrison

Moll

Anniversaries

15 Years

Susan Ahern
Thomas Ahern
Chris Rich
Christopher Rich
10 Years
Ghassan Elkadi
Joshua Lyons
Peter Moll
Sandra Moll
Steve Ratner
Edward Wiggins
Helen Wiggins

5 Years

Robert Ain
Keith Farris
Jose Gonzalez
Michael Grady
Tracey Grady
William Hahn
Craig Pickell
LeRoy Simpson Jr

November 2019

NOTE: Anniversary dates are from the National PCA database and may not reflect your original anniversary if there
have been lapses in your membership.
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2019 Board of Directors

Committee Chairs

President: Bill Seymour
president@porschenet.com

Autocross Chair: Chris Ryan
autocrosschair@porschenet.com

VP Driving: Paul Skinner
driving@porschenet.com

Autocross Registration: Jeff Johnson
autocrossreg@porschenet.com

VP Administration: Robert Jacobsen
admin@porschenet.com

Concours d’Elegance: David Melchar
concours@porschenet.com

VP Communications: Anker Berg-Sonne
communications@porschenet.com

Driver Education: John Dunkle, Adam Schwartz
trackchair@porschenet.com

Treasurer: Don Kelly
treasurer@porschenet.com

DE Registration: Stan Corbett
tcreg@porschenet.com

Secretary: Lisa Davis
secretary@porschenet.com

DE Tech: Justin Becker
tech@porschenet.com

Membership: Jerome Gangitano
membership@porschenet.com

Chief Driving Instructors: Charlie Kenney,
Tom Buckingham, Dave Berman
chiefinstructor@porschenet.com

Past President: Kristin Larson
pastpresident@porschenet.com

Instructor Development: Kristin Larson
instdev@porschenet.com

Zone 1 Rep: Mike Bryan
mike@brycorp.ca

DE Communications: Sterling Vernon
decomm@porschenet.com
Ramblemeister: Dennis Friedman
ramble@porschenet.com

By the Numbers
Primary members: 2019
Affiliate members: 1056
Total members: 3075
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AUTOCROSS
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NER AUTOCROSS SERIES EVENT #4
SPONSORED BY

NER ran its fourth Autocross event of the 2019
Season on October 12th . We wish to thank our
sponsor Skinner Auctioneers & Appraisers.
We had a very low turnout – only 47 drivers.
For those that decided not to come because of a
threat of rain, you missed a great day. Scruffy set
up a shortened course with the finish out near the
control tower to deal with the low number of course
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workers. After some minor drizzle during the first
couple of runs in the morning, the track was dry
and we posted 14 runs for the day. FTD was posted
by Ollie Lucier driving his 2010 Boxster S with a
time of 49.575.
Complete results posted below.

November 2019

NER-PCA - AX Event #4 - Sat 10-12-2019
Timed Entries: 47
Sponsored by Skinner Auctions
# Driver
Car Model
Best
Diff.
1 - ‘356, 912, 914-4, 924, Macan’
1
728 Ali Sarraf
Porsche Macan Turbo
61.053
[-]0.523
2
878 Shannon Mee
2017 Porsche Macan GTS
61.576
+0.523
3
878B Chris Salley
2017 Porsche Macan GTS
63.409
+1.833
2 - ‘911, 914-6, 924S&T, 944, 944S’
1
61 Bill Aubin
1984 Porsche 944
55.128
3 - ‘911SC, 911-3.2L, 964’
1
437 Adam Small
1984 Porsche 911 Carrera
54.564
[-]1.547
2
22 Robert Canter
1984 Porsche 911 Carrera
56.111
+1.547
3
666 Christine Skaubitis
1993 Porsche 964 RS America
68.326 +12.215
4 - ‘928, 944T&S2, 968, 986 Boxster’
1
69 Georges Rouhart
1993 Porsche 968
53.370
5 - ‘930 T, 993, 986 Boxster S, 987, 981’
1
31 Lev Tabenkin
1996 Porsche 993 Carrera
52.251
[-]0.596
2
37 Gareth Peters
2004 Porsche 986 Boxster S
52.847
+0.596
3
59 Alan Donkin
2003 Porsche 986 Boxster S
55.165
+2.318
4
245 Anker Berg-Sonne
2004 Porsche 986 Boxster S
55.763
+0.598
5
245B Chris Schuch
2004 Porsche 986 Boxster S
57.293
+1.530
6 - ‘987 S, 981S, 718, 996, 964 Turbo, 997, 991’
1
75 Mark Skala
2014 Porsche 981 Cayman S
51.092
[-]2.275
2
754 Eric Aubin
2006 Porsche 987 Cayman S
53.367
+2.275
3
156 Chris Ryan
2013 Porsche 981 Boxster S
53.756
+0.389
4
54 Ernest Grasso
2018 Porsche 718 Cayman
53.931
+0.175
5
32 Glenn Champagne
1999 Porsche 996 Carrera
56.982
+3.051
6
16 Tony Miniscalco
2006 Porsche 997 Carrera
57.037
+0.055
7
007 Jeff Boardman
2007 Porsche 987 Cayman S
57.322
+0.285
8
77 Mark McCormack
2003 Porsche 996 Carrera
57.458
+0.136
9
70B Jack Landry
2017 Porsche 718 Boxster
58.593
+1.135
10
70 Christian Landry
2017 Porsche 718 Boxster
66.800
+8.207
11
308 Charles Batterrsby
2007 Porsche 997 Carrera
74.137
+7.337
7 - ‘987 Spyder, Cayman R, 981 Spyder, 981 GTS, 718 S/GTS, 997 S, 993 Turbo,
991 S/GTS’
1
25 Jeremy Mazzariello
2012 Porsche 987 Cayman R
50.929
[-]2.575
2
49 Jeff Johnson
2018 Porsche 718 Cayman GTS
53.504
+2.575
8 - ‘911 Turbo (2001-), GT2/RS, GT3/RS, GT4, 997 S/GTS’
1
194 Chris Lindquist
2009 Porsche 997 Carrera S
52.169
[-]0.333
2
360 Alan Davis
2015 Porsche 991 GT3
52.502
+0.333
3
68 Mark Billington
2019 Porsche 991 GT3
56.249
+3.747
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9 - ‘Race & Improved’
1
1 Ollie Lucier
2
118B Grant Barron
3
104C Audra Tella
4
904 Akira Mochimaru
5
124 James Fox
6
887 Stephen Lefebrvre
7
118C Alexandra Fearn
8
104 Susan Kelley
10 - ‘Non-Porsche’
1
55 Rob MacAlpine
2
405 Michael Canny
3
781 Read Fleming
4
619 Emilio Signes
5
261 Kieth Johnson
6
369 Chris Wessen
7
100 Theresa Doyon
8
790 John Wilson
9
757 Lisa Burke
10
885 Robert Regenhardt
Top Times Of Day
Raw time

The NOR’EASTER

2010 Porsche 987 Boxster S
2011 Porsche 997 GTS
2007 Porsche 997 Carrera S
2009 Porsche 904 Replica
1997 Porsche 993 Carrera
2007 Porsche 997 GT3RS
2011 Porsche 997 GTS
2007 Porsche 997 Carrera S

49.575
50.187
53.293
54.930
55.093
55.516
56.690
57.817

[-]0.612
+0.612
+3.106
+1.637
+0.163
+0.423
+1.174
+1.127

1999 Mazda Miata
2017 Ford Focus
2003 BMW M3
2008 Nissan 350 Z
2018 Ford Shelby GT
2014 Subaru BRZ
2013 Mazda Miata
2015 Scion FRS
2001 Mazda Miata
2009 Nissan GT-R

50.482
52.096
53.053
55.417
56.467
56.855
58.290
58.327
58.653
60.955

[-]1.614
+1.614
+0.957
+2.364
+1.050
+0.388
+1.435
+0.037
+0.326
+2.302

Time
49.575

Class #
9 1

53

Driver
Lucier, Ollie
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2019 NER AUTOCROSS SERIES EVENT #5
SPONSORED BY

NER ran its fifth and final Autocross event of the 2019
Season on October 27th . We wish to thank our sponsor
Herb Chambers of Boston.

Following the event, a number of the attendees and a few
spouses attended our end-of-season banquet at our favorite
watering hole Blliards Café over in downtown Ayer. We
had a chance to dry off. enjoy some food and drink with
each other, and got to watch the Patriots stay undefeated
by beating the Cleveland Browns.

We ended up with 54 drivers braving the dreary weather,
but people came prepared and we got in some good raindriving time nonetheless. FTD was posted by Jeff Bakkun
driving a Corvette, and Porsche FTD was posted by Walter
Lunsmann in his GT3. Complete results are posted below.

The NOR’EASTER

We hope everyone enjoyed our events this season, and that
you all come back for more fun next year! Until then, have
a safe and enjoyable off-season.
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NER-PCA - AX#5 - Sun 10-27-2019
Summary Results
Timed Entries: 54

Pos.

Class

#

Driver

Total

Diff.

From
1st

2016 Porsche Macan S

69.497

[-]3.072

-

2017 Porsche Macan GTS

72.569

3.072

3.072

2017 Porsche Macan GTS

74.674

2.105

5.177

Porsche Macan Turbo

84.382

9.708

14.885

Car Model

1 - ‘356, 912, 914-4, 924, Macan’ - Total Entries: 4
1

1

22B

2

1

878B Chris Salley

3

1

4

1

878

Robert Canter
Shannon Mee

728B Pauline Sarraf

2 - ‘911, 914-6, 924S&T, 944, 944S’ - Total Entries: 4
1

2

61

Bill Aubin

1984 Porsche 944

69.89

[-]7.162

-

2

2

3

Tom Tate

1972 Porsche 911T

77.052

7.162

7.162

3

2

575

Peter Varrasso

1986 Porsche 944

83.951

6.899

14.061

4

2

1986 Porsche 944

90.736

6.785

20.846

1984 Porsche 911 Carrera

74.56

[-]5.036

-

1993 Porsche 964 RS America

79.596

5.036

5.036

1993 Porsche 964 RS America

81.024

1.428

6.464

575B Peter Varasso 3

3 - ‘911SC, 911-3.2L, 964’ - Total Entries: 3
1

3

2

3

3

3

437

Adam Small

666B Lauren Firnstein
666

Christine Skaubitis

4 - ‘928, 944T&S2, 968, 986 Boxter’ - Total Entries: 4
1

4

23

Charles Sayers

2001 Porsche 986 Boxster

68.374

[-]0.800

-

2

4

69

Georges Rouhart

1993 Porsche 968

69.174

0.8

0.8

5 - ‘930 T, 993, 986 Boxter S, 987, 981’ - Total Entries: 5
1

5

37

Gareth Peters

2004 Porsche 986 Boxster S

68.923

[-]0.868

-

2

5

245

Anker Berg-Sonne

2004 Porsche 986 Boxster S

69.791

0.868

0.868

3

5

88

Daniel Gramm

2006 Porsche 986 Boxster

75.398

5.607

6.475

4

5

314

Aldo Avendano

2015 Porsche 981 Boxster

DNS

5

5

512

Bryan Bickford

2014 Porsche 981 Cayman

DNS

6 - ‘987 S, 981S, 718, 996, 964 Turbo, 997, 991’ - Total Entries: 11
1

6

75

Mark Skala

2014 Porsche 981 Cayman S

65.853

[-]1.890

-

2

6

754

Eric Aubin

2006 Porsche 987 Cayman S

67.743

1.89

1.89

3

6

135

Rachel Baker

2015 Porsche 981 Cayman S

68.92

1.177

3.067

4

6

54

Ernest Grasso

2018 Porsche 718 Cayman

69.331

0.411

3.478

5

6

7

Jeff Boardman

2007 Porsche 987 Cayman S

71.209

1.878

5.356

6

6

16

Tony Miniscalco

2006 Porsche 997 Carrera

71.444

0.235

5.591

7

6

156

Chris Ryan

2013 Porsche 981 Boxster S

71.723

0.279

5.87

8

6

429

Anthony Warren

2011 Porsche 997 Carrera

73.7

1.977

7.847

9

6

2015 Porsche 991 Carrera

73.836

0.136

7.983
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7 - ‘987 Spyder, Cayman R, 981 Spyder, 981 GTS, 718 S&GTS, 997 S, 993 Turbo, 991 S&GTS’ - Total Entries: 3
1

7

49

Jeff Johnson

2018 Porsche 718 Cayman GTS

67.488

[-]3.517

-

2

7

809

Robert Galejs

2018 Porsche 718 Cayman GTS

71.005

3.517

3.517

3

7

25

Jeremy Mazzariello

2012 Porsche 987 Cayman R

72.342

1.337

4.854

65.337

[-]2.206

-

8 - ‘Turbo, GT2&RS, GT3&RS, GT4, 997 s&GTS’ - Total Entries: 7
1

8

884

Walter Lunsmann

2015 Porsche 991 GT3

2

8

194

Chris Lindquist

2009 Porsche 997 Carrera S

67.543

2.206

2.206

3

8

707

Charles Stroymeyer

2010 Porsche 997 GT3 RS

69.902

2.359

4.565

4

8

563

Aaron Walker

2004 Porsche 996 GT3

70.347

0.445

5.01

2007 Porsche 997 GT3RS

65.419

[-]0.322

-

Stephen Lefebrvre

2007 Porsche 997 GT3RS

65.741

0.322

0.322

9 - ‘Race & Improved’ - Total Entries: 7
1

9

887C Lev Tabenkin

2

9

887

3

9

9

Nick Durham

1991 Porsche 964 Carrera 4

67.171

1.43

1.752

4

9

1

Ollie Lucier

2010 Porsche 987 Boxster S

69.349

2.178

3.93

5

9

124

James Fox

1997 Porsche 993 Carrera

71.124

1.775

5.705

6

9

104

Susan Kelley

2007 Porsche 997 Carrera S

72.642

1.518

7.223

7

9

904

Akira Mochimaru

2009 Porsche 904 Replica

77.754

5.112

12.335

10 - ‘Non-Porscche’ - Total Entries: 17
1

10

902

Jeff Bakken

2017 Chevrolet Corvette

63.065

[-]2.158

-

2

10

781

Read Fleming

2003 BMW M3

65.223

2.158

2.158

3

10

757

Lisa Burke

2001 Mazda Miata

67.916

2.693

4.851

4

10

434

Nick Vullemier

2015 Volkswagen Golf R

68.607

0.691

5.542

5

10

1999 Mazda Miata

69.262

0.655

6.197

6

10

619

Emilio Signes

2008 Nissan 350 Z

69.523

0.261

6.458

7

10

577

Samual Reed

2018 Tesla Model 3

70.128

0.605

7.063

8

10

541C Andrew Nicolella

1999 Mazda Miata

71.434

1.306

8.369

9

10

59B

Alan Donkin

2003 Mini Cooper

71.569

0.135

8.504

10

10

369

Chris Wessen

2014 Subaru BRZ

71.918

0.349

8.853

11

10

261

Kieth Johnson

2018 Ford Shelby GT

73.344

1.426

10.279

12

10

55

Rob MacAlpine

1999 Mazda Miata

73.396

0.052

10.331

541B Joseph Lagdao

13

10

760

David DelPico

2001 Mazda Miata

75.175

1.779

12.11

14

10

421

Andrew Wilson

2014 Scion FRS

76.665

1.49

13.6

15

10

1989 Mazda RX7

79.501

2.836

16.436

790B John Wilson

Top Time Of Day, Raw time: 63.065
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NER-PCA
Year End Championship Points
(Qualifying Events: 4, dropped events: 1)
Pos. Driver

Total Points

Points W/Drops

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-4

E-5

9

9

9

9

CLASS 2 - ‘911, 914-6, 924S&T, 944, 944S’
1T

Aubin, Bill

36

36

2

Tate, Tom

25

25

9

6

4

45

36

9

9

9

9

9

9

6

6

CLASS 3 - ‘911SC, 911-3.2L, 964’
1T

Small, Adam

CLASS 4 - ‘928, 944T&S2, 968, 986 Boxter’
1T

Rouhart, Georges

34

30

4

6

9

2

Sayers, Charles

28

28

9

4

6

9

CLASS 5 - ‘930 T, 993, 986 Boxter S, 987, 981’
1T

Tabenkin, Lev

31

31

9

4

9

9

2T

Peters, Gareth

36

30

6

9

6

6

3

Donkin, Alan

13

13

3

2

4

4

4

Berg-Sonne, Anker

13

12

2

1

1

3

6

9

9

9

9

4

6

6

9

CLASS 6 - ‘987 S, 981S, 718, 996, 964 Turbo, 997, 991’
1T

Skala, Mark

45

36

9

2T

Aubin, Eric

17

17

1

3T

Grasso, Ernest

19

16

3

4

6

3

3

4

Ryan, Chris

10

9

1

2

2

4

1

5

Boardman, Jeff

6

5

1

1

1

1

2

6

Landry, Christian

4

4

1

1

1

1

6

Miniscalco, Tony

4

4

1

1

1

1

CLASS 7 - ‘987 Spyder, Cayman R, 981 Spyder, 981 GTS, 718 S&GTS, 997 S, 993 Turbo, 991 S&GTS’
1T

Mazzariello, Jeremy

37

33

9

9

6

9

4

2

Johnson, Jeff

31

27

6

6

4

6

9

9

6

CLASS 8 - ‘Turbo, GT2&RS, GT3&RS, GT4, 997 s&GTS’
1T

Lindquist, Chris

21

21

2

4

2

Davis, Alan

15

15

4

2

3

6

3

Billington, Mark

7

7

1

1

1

4
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CLASS 9 - ‘Race & Improved’
1T

Lucier, Ollie

39

36

9

9

9

9

3

2T

Lefebrvre, Stephen

23

22

4

6

6

1

6

3

Durham, Nick

13

13

2

4

3

4

Mochimaru, Akira

11

10

3

2

2

5

Fox, James

8

8

1

3

6

Kelley, Susan

5

4

1

1

4
3

1

2

2

1

1

1

CLASS 10 - ‘Non-Porscche’
1T

MacAlpine, Rob

37

36

9

9

9

9

1

2T

Fleming, Read

17

16

1

2

4

4

6

3

Burke, Lisa

7

7

1

1

1

4

4

Johnson, Kieth

5

5

1

2

1
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3rd Annual Charlie and Martha Dow Fall Tour
Photo credits to Larry Levin.

Neither rain, nor wind…..wait, hold on.

It’s hard to believe as I write this that it is the first day of
fall. Even though there are whispers of autumn color in
some of the trees in my neighborhood, it is currently in
the mid-80’s. This was certainly what Tony Miniscalco
and I had in mind when we began planning the 3rd Annual
Charlie and Martha Dow Fall Tour back in April.

had a good tour route through some beautiful countryside.
Member interest in the tour was high, and we quickly sold
out available space for 50 people. We were very happy
that members of the Dow family were going to join us,
including Charlie’s wife - Martha. For those of you that
don’t know, Charlie (who passed away a few years go)
and Martha spent years being involved in every aspect of
the club and personified what being an active, engaged
Northeast Region member is all about. We do this tour to
honor his memory.

Tony came up with a great idea to head down to Narragansett
for this year’s tour. Previous tours have been to the
Newburyport on the North Shore, and to Bernardston in
Central MA, so we knew we wanted to go south this year.
Having lived in RI as a child, Tony had fond memories
of his parents taking the family to dinner at George’s of
Galilee in Port Judith - home of the Block Island Ferry
Terminal. After test driving Tony’s initial route, we knew
we had to shorten and tweak it a bit, bearing in mind what
looks like a nice country road on the GPS app can often
be a dirt road! A re-drive in mid-June had us satisfied we
The NOR’EASTER

However, the even the best laid plans don’t survive the
first contact with the enemy. In this case, the enemy was
the weather forecast. While the tour is normally a rain or
shine event - Porsches, after all, are known for being very
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Now, as I mentioned, Tony is our route-meister, and usually
leads the tours. I usually act as “sweeper,” bringing up the
rear and trying to round up any strays. But, Tony could
not make the 15th. I know he was so looking forward to
driving the “new to him” 997 C4 he recently picked up,
too. Then I realized - oh, I have to lead the tour now!
I’d better drive it again - this time paying closer attention.
I set out a few weeks ago driving my MINI this time.
Naturally, I experienced some mechanical issues (ended
up having a bad coil pack) and was forced to cut the drive
short. This lead to a bit of pre-tour nerves, as the last thing
a tour leader wants is to get lost.

practical and even come standard with wind shield wipers
- sometimes changes have to be made due to unforeseen
circumstances - in this case, Hurricane Dorian. Like many
of you, we began tracking the projected forecast of the
hurricane. Initially, it looked like we might get away with
some early morning rain and wind, followed by clearing.
However, 48 hours before the tour was set to start, the
forecast was calling for rain and 60+ mph wind gusts at the
RI coast - not fun! Now we know how school principals
feel when trying to decide whether or not to cancel school
due to a predicted snowstorm.
Although tempted to press on, we ultimately decided the
best thing to do was to cancel the tour planned for Sept.
7th and try to reschedule. Because we had a reserved room
with George’s it was was not simply a matter of moving
the tour to the next day. And, of course, the next day
turned out to be spectacular. We were given an alternative
date of September 15th from George’s and went ahead and
rescheduled. Unfortunately, this caused quite a few folks
- including members of the dow family - to have to cancel
as they could not make the new date. Full refunds had
to be issued, and thanks to our Treasurer, Don Kelly, for
making that happen. The good news is some people that
had been on the wait list quickly stepped up to fill in some
of the spaces. We ended up with just north of 30 people
in 16 cars.

Fortunately, Tony mapped the tour on the Ride With GPS
app which was fantastic and gave very good audible turn
by turn directions. I found myself not even looking at the
map, but just doing what the pleasant voice told me to - sort
of like being married! Haha, I jest. What I didn’t count
on; however, was the drive being a bit slower given efforts
to keep the group together and take a needed bathroom
break. Our tour was meant to last 2.5 hours, but turned out
to be 3.5 hours. Thanks to Mike and Susan Mangini for
bringing several two-way radios so we could have good
communication and updates among the group during the
drive.
We finally made it to George’s and enjoyed a nice buffetstyle luncheon in a private room overlooking the water.

There’s few things more fun than a meandering drive in a
line of Porsches, over some great country roads, followed
by sharing a meal, and great camaraderie with fellow club
members. And, the weather gods, made it up to us by
providing what many were calling one of the nicest days
of the year with sun, low humidity and temps in the low
The NOR’EASTER

70’s. We hope to see you on next year’s tour, as we will
likely be headed back north somewhere - stay tuned!
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2020 Ramble

Registration Opens: Wednesday January 22
d’oeuvres before enjoying our plated dinner dressed in
festive attire. Sunday morning’s buffet breakfast will mark
the official end of the 2020 Ramble, after which you’re on
your own again to head home, or stay longer and enjoy the
charms of Cooperstown.

2020 marks the 35th year for NER’s Annual Spring
Ramble, typically the region’s largest event of the year.
Last year at the Chatham Bars Inn we welcomed 195 cars
and 371 people to a weekend of good friends, good food,
top-notch accommodations, and of course, lots of Porscheworthy roads to travel. This year we’re looking forward
to having both veteran Ramblers and first-timers join us at
The Otesaga Resort Hotel in Cooperstown, NY.
You’ll arrive Friday (or earlier at our attractive rate) for our
evening Welcome Reception, and begin your social and
partying activities before the serious driving commences
on Saturday morning. My wife and I just returned from a
route planning visit, and you’ll traverse many memorable
2-lane country roads thru the Catskill Mountains, and
along the creeks and rivers that honeycomb the area.
After registration and breakfast Saturday morning, drivers
will head out on a navigational, directions-based tour
for about 3 hours before reaching our lunch destination.
Following the buffet lunch, there will be another roughly
3-hour route back to The Otesaga, or a more direct route
for those wishing to avail themselves of that option.
We’ll meet Saturday evening for cocktails and hors
The NOR’EASTER
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2019 NER Concours
The annual NER Concours was held on Saturday, October
5, at the Chateau-sur-Mer estate in Newport, RI. The
Concours was part of the first Audrain Concours and Motor
Week activities that took place October 3-5, culminating on
Sunday, October 6, with an invitation Concours d’Elegance
at The Breakers, the former Vanderbilt estate.

Only participants.
Participants in Werks prepared their cars for the Concours,
but unlike traditional Full Concours or Parade style
judging, Werks judging considered not only the appearance
but also the history of the car, its usage by the owners, and
overall aesthetic appeal. By combining both subjective and
objective elements, Werks judging created a somewhat
more relaxed environment and encouraged participation by
a wide variety of interesting Porsches. At Werks Reunions
in Monterey and Amelia Island, everything is found from
highly authentic restored cars, Le Mans winning race cars,
outlaw & hot rod style Porsche builds, and unique original
cars.

The success of the Audrain events has already resulted
in dates of October 1-4 being announced by Audrain for
the Concours d’Elegance and Motor Week next year. The
ability for NER Concours attendees to leave their Porsches
on the Chateau lawn until 6:00 pm after the conclusion
of the NER Concours to visit nearby Audrain exhibits,
including Mclaren and Bugatti displays, was very helpful
due to difficult Newport Parking.

The Concours had over 200 Porsches on the lawn, between
Concours entrants and spectator Porsches. Porsches
began arriving before 7:00 am with volunteers, followed
not too long after by entrants. Brewed Awakenings, one
of our sponsors, was ready for all the early arrivals with
hot coffee and tasty breakfast pastries, also courtesy of
Porsche Warwick. Volunteers quickly got to setting up
the registration tables, directing the parking of spectator
Porsches, parking Concours entrants in their respective
classes, setting up the admin area and P/A system. By
9:30 am, a judges meeting run by Paul Whooten for Full
and Lee Hower for Werks assigned the judge teams and
provided final instructions.

Chateau-sur-Mer is a landmark of High Victorian
architecture, furniture, wallpapers, ceramics and stenciling.
It was the most palatial residence in Newport from its
completion in 1852 until the appearance of the Vanderbilt
houses in the 1890s. It was the scene of memorable
entertainments, from the “Fete Champetre”, an elaborate
country picnic for over two thousand guests held in 1857,
to the debutante ball for Miss Edith Wetmore in 1889.
This year’s NER Concours at Chateau-sur-Mer included
three categories; Full, Werks and Top Only. The Full
category used traditional judging sheets, examining
Porsche exteriors, interiors, storage compartments, engine
compartments (where viewable), and wheels/wheel wells.
The Top Only category utilized informal judging by Top
The NOR’EASTER

Thanks to enough NER member volunteers, judge teams
were able to start judging at 10:00 am and were completed
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by 12:00 pm, as scheduled. The awards ceremony
commenced shortly thereafter. Just prior to the awards
ceremony Rod Emory of Emory Motorsports arrived with
a 1956 356 red Outlaw coupe that his firm had just built
for the Audrain Museum. The interior features tan leather
speedster seats and door panels. It has a 911 four-speed
transmission and a fuel injected cutdown four-cylinder 964 engine with
260 horsepower. Rod gave a brief
description of the build, captivating the
Porsche audience.

competing in the Concours or parking their Porsche as a
spectator, an elegant time was had by all. Many thanks
to the numerous volunteers who allowed the event to
function with timely precision, particularly to those who
shared their enthusiasm and expertise by serving as judges
for the Full and Werks categories.

Our Concours major sponsor, Porsche
Warwick, had on display a new
stunning 2020 992 Coupe and a recently
delivered spectacular 2019 GT2 RS,
painted in special order Chromaflair
Urban Bamboo with a bespoke interior
and storage compartment in white
leather.
Porsche Warwick General
Manager, Denis Rochefort, selected
Robert Bolton and his striking red 1989
911 Speedster for the Porsche Warwick
Award.
Our other sponsors included South
Shore Auto Works, Quonset Motor
Sports, Grenon’s of Newport fine
Jewelers, and Brewed Awakenings
coffee. South Shore Auto Works had
an interesting display at the side of
the concours field. Justin Becker of
South Shore awarded their own Spirit
of Porsche Award to Dick Yirikian
for his beautiful 1970 Signal Orange
911. Quonset Motor Sports also had a
nice display and held a free raffle for a
$350 auto detailing. Rick Lavigne, of
Quonset Motor Sports, selected Paul
Whooten and his pristine 1986 White
Gold 930 for his Sponsor’s Award.
Concours trophies consisted of 7 ½”
tall rectangular crystal, with a crystal
base. First place Concours recipients
also received a bottle of Bob Anastasi’s
home-grown private reserve white
wine. Complete Concours results are
reflected in the accompanying tables.
The high quality of Porsches entered in
the Concours was only in keeping with
the prestigious location of Chateausur-Mer.
Whether attendees were
The NOR’EASTER
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Full Category Results
Full Category
356
911 ’65-‘73

911 ’74-‘89

964/993
996/997
991/992
Boxster/Cayman
924/944/968/928
Cayenne/Macan/Panamera

The NOR’EASTER

Rank
1
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
4
5

Entrant
Rich Mackoul
Richard Yirikian
Eric Mautner
Mar Lappin
Paul Whooten
Karl Spooner
Paul Soares
George Mautner
Pete Johnson
Toshua Teverow
Jim Burgarella
Jay Smithweck
Robert Wareham
Kevin Donaldson
William Cambra
Brian Larramee
Scott MacDonald
Larry Levin
Paul Whooten
Lynn Anne Handleman
Eduardo Lopez
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Porsche
1955 Speedster
1970 911
1974 914
1970 922T
1986 911 Turbo
1986 911 Turbo
1985 911 Carrera
1997 911 Carrera
2010 911 Carrera
2009 911 Turbo
2019 911 C4S
2016 911 GT3 RS
2016 Boxster S
2016 Cayman GTS
1990 944 S2
1987 944
2013 Cayenne
2015 Macan S
2009 Cayenne
2015 Cayenne S
2013 Panamera

Points
275
281.5
262
252
293
290.5
219.5
294.5
294.5
285
297
293.5
245
218.5
294
293
287.5
278.5
274.5
259
258
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Top Only Results
Top Only Category
356

911 ’65-‘73
911 ’74-‘89
964/993
996/997

991/992
Boxster/Cayman
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Rank
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2

Entrant
Bob Reed
Robert Siegel
Robert Norton
Bill Vargas
Mark Lappin
Rob Catalano
Hank DiGiorgio
Bob Sterns
Peter Leon
Dylan Comerford
Coleman Anderson
Peter Annese
James Serafino
Tim Pafik
Michael Panarello
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Porsche
1964 356 Cabriolet
1959 356 Convertible D
1959 356 A
1967 912
1970 911T
1984 911 Carrera
1985 911 Carrera
1995 993 Carrera
2007 997 Turbo
2006 997 Carrera
2003 996 Carrera 4S
2001 996 Carrera
2018 991 GT2 RS
2016 Boxster Spyder
2013 Boxster S
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Werks Results
Werks Category
356

911 ’65-‘73

911 ’74-‘89

964/993

996/997

991/992
Boxster/Cayman

924/944/968/928

The NOR’EASTER

Rank
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
4
1
2

Entrant
Bob Dicorpo
Tom Tate
George/Susan Kehler
Chris Cannon
Rob Naddelman
George Nelson
Rob Van Petten
Steven Howitt
Kyle Raeburn
Karl Wadensten
Matt Gineo
Darren Beurer
Lee Hower
Ric Lavigne
Ted Shaw
Steven Genatossio
John Brundale
Jeff Boardman
Gary Hebner
Stephen Vey
Anthony Carreri
Lars Wadensten
Bob Voskian
David Geisinger
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Porsche
1956 Speedster
1958 Speedster
1955 Continental Coupe
1958 Speedster
1965 911
1973.5 911T
1971 911T
1982 911 SC
1986 911 Turbo
1983 911 SC
1976 911 S
1992 964
1997 993 Turbo S
1996 993 TT
1999 996 Carrera
2006 997 Carrera S
2000 996 Carrera 4
2015 991 GTS
1998 Boxster
2008 Cayman
2011 Cayman
2016 Boxster Spyder
1991 928 GT
1986 944 Turbo
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15 September South of Boston (SoBo) Porsches and Coffee
Text and pictures by Rog Slocum

Because we had houseguests (my youngest son Tyson,
along with his wife Tatiana and 18-month-old grandson
Makar) were visiting from Maryland, Rosemary and I
got a late start, arriving at Sweet Berry around 9:45 AM.
Shortly before 10 AM the Porsches began arriving.

with the newer blade fuse panels. He also upgraded the
alternator to higher capacity, so he doesn’t have any issues
with dim lights. Gregg adds: this was the last year with no
O2 sensors.
Gregg said that when he was just 7 or 8 years old he fell in
love with the 911. He remembers telling his mom that he
would never sit in or drive a Porsche until he owns it, and
he did just that.
Larry Filippelli parked his Meteor Metallic (Burgundy
interior) 85 3.2 Carrera Targa next to Gregg. Larry’s Targa
has factory front and rear spoiler options, as well as factory
leather sport seats. The car’s colors make it a standout.
This is Larry’s first Porsche; a friend in New Hampshire
found it. When purchased it had clocked 106k miles.
Larry added new rally lights and upgraded the headlights.
Asked what he likes best about his Porsche he said: “it’s
purposeful and has great build quality”.

Tyson, Makar& Tatiana Slocum
Two Targas were early arrivals, the first being Gregg
Harvey in his black 79-911SC Targa, a wide body with a
“tea tray” spoiler. This is Greggs first Porsche and he has
owned it for about five years. Found through a friend at an
estate sale; the car had been in storage for 26 years. The
previous owner was a car collector and when he died the
family sold them all.

Tom Sayles’ 81 911SC
Tom Sayles exited his very original looking Metallic Wine
Red (available only in 81/82) 81 911SC, this being his
fourth Porsche. He has owned a 914, 996 and a Cayman
S. He has had this car for eight years. When purchased
the car was a real basket case; the engine was out among
other issues.
If you were fortunate to read Panorama’s August issue,
beginning on page 88, you would be most familiar with
the name of Ceileidh (pronounced Kay-Lee, a Gaelic
name) Siegel. She drives a Meteor Grey metallic 2007 911
C4S, which is profiled in the magazine describing “one
member’s unconventional journey to 911 ownership.”

Gregg Harvey’s 79 black 911SC targa
Gregg changed all the fluids, went through the brakes,
drained and cleaned the gas tank and fuel injectors. Also,
Gregg changed out all the fuse panels, replacing them
The NOR’EASTER
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She has owned the car for three years; flying out to
Burbank CA. to pick up her first Porsche and driving
across the country, back to RI. She purchased the car with
78k miles; it now shows 116k. She was in “disbelief” (this
is mine!) as she cruised through Death Valley. Primarily a
motorcycle racer, Ceileidh has taken her 911 on the track
four times and plans to add track time with her Porsche.

elegance” and refers to an event where prestigious vehicles
are displayed and judged. It dates back to 17th-century
France, where aristocrats paraded horse-drawn carriages in
the parks of Paris during summer weekends and holidays.
Over time, carriages became horseless and the gatherings
became a competition among vehicle owners to be judged
on the appearance of their vehicles. These events are often
held at automobile shows after racing competitions or,
especially in the United States, as a fundraising event for
charities.

Ceileidh Siegel’s 2007 911 C4S
At 11 AM, Dave Melchar and Lee Hower offered
Lee Hower discussing concours
instructions and guidance for preparing your Porsche for
concours. Interest in preparing for concours is high because The next, and last of the year’s SoBo will be on Sunday, 20
of the upcoming event in October. Over the course of four October, 10AM – noon at Sweet Berry Farm, 915 Mitchell’s
days (3-6 October) traffic on Newport’s Bellevue Avenue Lane, Middletown, RI 02842. Free, the only requirement
will include 160 automobiles from the turn of the 20th to park on the grass is your Porsche. A Porsche logo sign
century through the mid-20th century to be entered in a should be in place directing you to the parking area. Sweet
juried show
Berry Farm is child friendly, encouraging small children to
enjoy a working farm, so when entering and exiting, drive
carefully, and, as always, for any SoBo related questions,
please email me at: rr356c@aol.com
Rog Slocum
127 Center Ave.
Middletown, RI 02842
e-mail: rr356c@aol.com

Dave Melchar concours presentation
Concours d’Elegance (French: concours d’élégance)
is a term of French origin that means a “competition of
The NOR’EASTER
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20 October 2019 South of Boston (SoBo) Porsches and Coffee
Text and pictures by Rog Slocum

I drove without my navigator (wife Rosemary) parking
at Sweet Berry Farm around 9:30 AM. Rosemary had to
complete some late preparations and arrived after 10AM.
By 10 AM Porsches were rapidly filing the lawn. Our
count, around 11 AM, was 47 Porsches.
One of the early arrivals was Ann Strong, parking her
copper 1975 914, her one and only Porsche. Ann has
owned the car for two years and is the second owner. Found
in Fryeburg Maine, the mileage is unknown because the
odometer is broken. Although the Porsche has an earlier
repaint, it is quite original and shows wear, but the body
is surprisingly solid in appearance. Some of the initial
completed repairs include: pop up headlights, brakes and
a fuel gate issue. Ann tracks the car, saying that it “drives
like a go cart.”
Kevin Joeckel’s 2012 911 S
when comparing price to performance.

Ann Strong’s 75 914
Kevin Joeckel eased in driving his recent purchase, a dark Lenny&Marg Hirst’s 03 911
blue metallic 2012 911 (9991.1) S Cab with a Luxor Beige
interior. The 911 was purchased last week from Westwood
Ariel Garcia and his three-month-old son Apollo pulled
Porsche. This is his fourth Porsche. Kevin traded in his in driving his graphite blue metallic matte wrapped 2018
2013 Boxster S to obtain this Porsche, his first 911. During Targa GTS. Ariel had spent some time deciding what he
our discussion Kevin said, “power is the biggest attribute.”
wanted when he ordered his first Porsche, and it certainly
is unique and good looking. Ariel says, “With PDK, WOW,
Lenny and Marge Hirst put their silver 2003 911 on the
with that rear engine, getting on it you experience lift off”.
grass. With just 33k showing on the odometer, the Porsche
looks unmolested and seemed free of dings and blemishes. Ariel must enjoy the drive because he has already clocked
about 13k miles.
This is Lenny’s second Porsche; the first was a 03 911 S4.
Because of family needs Lenny traded in the first Porsche Some of you may be aware that my Porsche is a driver,
for a Toyota Tundra truck. He found this 911 at a dealer in although it avoids the snow (can’t imagine anything worse
New Hampshire last year with just 2730k miles; Lenny is than to be following a sanding truck). When it is safe
the third owner. We both agreed, the 996s are a great value
and I’m alone, I enjoy a brief experience passing through
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Ariel&apollo Garcia’s 2018 Targa GTS
130 mph. Recently I felt a slight vibration on the wheel
between 75-85 mph. Not having the luxury of having a lift
and too old to try put the car on jacks; I opted to make an
appointment for service at Porsche Warwick.
With my Porsche up on the lift, I was called to take a look
at my tires, both of the fronts were badly worn on the inside
edge, but the worst was the small bubble on the right tire,
inside, next to the rim. Even if I had jacked up the car and
gotten on my back and squirmed beneath the car, I probably
would have missed seeing that small bubble. So, it is most
important to scrutinize the undercarriage at least twice a
year, especially if you are an aggressive driver. With the
newer Porsches the plastic panels and brake shrouds, as
well as the tires, should be examined.
With our fickle New England weather (November could
likely be much too cold for another Sweet Berry visit)
this is the last SoBo for 2019. Look in the Nor’Easter for
posting of our 2020 schedule. Most likely the first 2020
SoBo will be at the Moose Café’ in Tiverton because Sweet
Berry is not open until May.
Hopefully we will be seeing many of you this April at the
Ramble in Cooperstown. For any SoBo related questions,
please email me at: rr356c@aol.com
Rog Slocum
127 Center Ave.
Middletown, RI 02842
e-mail: rr356c@aol.com
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